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EDITORS NOTE 

We have a new column, beginning with this issue. Mary 
Burgos will beathe contributing editor of the Serials Issues 
column, sometimes doing the writing herself and sometimes 
solicitin columns from other members of the TS Serials 

technical services have .been. covere8 very well in the 
regular columns, now serials will be also. 

As a result of a question on the OBS survey last s ring 

implemented. One, obviously, is the new typeface. Its darker 
and sli htly larger a earance should be much easier to 

issue on the Internet. There were several comments from 
members suggesting such a column. Stay tuned. 

Commr # ee. I think the column will fill a ap. Other areas of 

about =L a couple of changes have already g een 

read. Aso, ? there wil P\ e a column, starting with the next 

On the following page is a brief survey for TS members 
and non-member subscribers (since OBS members already 
had a chance). The Editorial Board will review all responses 
and decide whlch areas should be addressed in future 
issues. Thanks for your cooperation. 
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SURVEYOFREADERS 
(Do not respond if you answered the OBS-SIS spring survey.) 

1. Please list any topics you would like to see covered in future issues of X L .  

2. Please indicate if ou would be interested in writing an article for a single issue. 
If so, what would 8 e the subject matter? Be as specific as possible. 

3. Any other comments or suggestions about m L ?  

0"s;;- ONLINE SECTION - 

BIBLIOGRAPHIC 
SERVICES 

and gone and left in its 
who are eager to put to 

and ready to plan for next 
you OBS members who were 

a successful convention, I'd like 
In particular I want to thank 

innovative PR work. During two 
of the SIS Council events the new OBS literature was held 
up as a shining example for the other SlSs to follow. All of 
you should have received Elaine's pre-convention mailing 
with samples of the PR material; if you did not see it or are 
new to the Section and would like to see It, please let Elaine 
or myself know. 

Another convention success sto was the introduction 
of the Internet Lab in the Exhibtt HZ, coordinated b our 

convention that plans are undeway to have another lab at 
the Seattle convention. Every time I walked by the area it 
was full of people who were either checkin in on their e- 

about. I know that Anne worked very hard to gather the 
equipment and see to it that it was properly configurectwe 
are all very appreciative of her efforts. 

After several ears of planning and hard work, there on 
display in the Rorhman booth was the first edition of Law 
Librarv Svstems Directo?. Available as no. 44 in the 
Publications Series, pub ished by Fred 8. Rothman m, 
the Directory is a listing of local systems being used by law 
libraries across the count . The Loca! Systems Committee 

to be a useful too or puttin law librarians in touch with 

systems ?he Directory was made possible through the 

own Anne Myers. It was such a popular feature o Y the 

mail back home or stopping in to see wha ? all the fuss is 

of OBS is justifiablyprou 3 of its publication and expects it 

their collea ues as they plan Y or and implement their local 

ONLINE BIBLIOGRAPHIC SERVICES SIS 

Phvllis Post 
Capital University 

volunteer efforts of some, dedicated. people who sacrificed 
man hours to ensure a timely publication. I want to thank 
Car07 Avery Nicholson, mana in editor and project 
coordinator; Mary Louise Corbei 8 Linda J. Davis, copy 
editors; Mary Cleland, Karin den Bleyker, Linda J. Davis, 
Brenda Grasmick, Barbara Szalkowski, Janetta Paschal, & 
Jane Walsh data entry volunteers; and, Elaine Sciolino, who 
wrote the 66s histo . Thank you to all! Special thanks 

suggestions and moral sup ort, and Paul Rothman, who 
agreed to publish the Direcro . If you have not ordered 

For those-of ou who were unable to be at the OBS 
business meetin ,{want to tell you that we had a ve 

is experiencing due to its growth and the increasin number 

that the convention was held in a city's convention center 
rather than in a hotel. This is a trend that will continue into 
the foreseeable future. It means that as the Association has 
to pay rental on the facility (hotel meeting rooms are usually 
free when the hotel is occupi+ by the attendees, man. 
aspects of educational planning will change. h e  wi i  
probably see fewer educational pro rams, and those that 
are given will need to appeal to broa 3 er audiences. We are 
also seeing a growth in the number of committees, which 
causes innumerable schedulin conflicts. Committees are 

takes place. At the business meeting we discussed some 
creative solutions to the scheduling conflicts and the 
consensus was that we should try to schedule some of our 
committee meetings o posite educational programs that are 

this and [I let you know what the response is. Anyone who 

are also due Judy Y enesen, who provided some timely 

your copy yet, I hope you + wi 

7 live" and interesting ? iscussion regarding the changes tha AAL 

of convention attendees. This year marked the 9 irst year 

o so soon. 

another place where the valua % le exchange of information 

not bein sponsored g y OBS or TS. I will be working on 

3 
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not bein sponsored by OBS or TS. I will- be working on 
this and 8 1  let you know what the response is. Anyone who 
would like to comment on this issue should please do so by 
getting in touch with me. The convention is for YOU, and 
while we can? please everyone, we can do our best to try. 

At the same time, Sections and Committees are being 
after the convention 

now has its own 

hectic post-convention program scramble, but we will bc 
thinking far ahead of time as we plan! The Committee 
using responses from m 1993 member survey to plan f t ,  
programs that will appea Y to as many of ou as possible. If 
you have an ideas or an interest in ge ing involved as a 
rogram pa&ipant, please let Mary Chapman or myself 

Low.  

OBS has been fortunate to have had some very ener etic 
leaders for the last several years and we are in the mi& of 
some interesting and exciting programs. I look forward to 
the next year and I ho e I can,carry on in the same spirit 
that came before. I va P ue any input, so please feel free to 
write or call anytime. 

x 

SERIAL S 

ACQUlSlTlONS 
EXCHANGEOF 
DUPLICATES 
PRESERVATION 

TECHNICAL SERVICES SIS 
P I  R 
hooe Breeze 
Duke University 

It is always inspiring to attend an Annual Meeting. The 
enthusiasm of the TS-SIS members and their interest in 
sharing ideas and learning is contagious. I have always 
admired the members of this Section and am proud and 
pleased to serve as your Chair for 1993/94. 

Among the new appointments for the coming year are 
standing committee chairs Annette Morris who chairs the 
Standin Committee on Preservation, and Betty Roeske who 
chairs t 9, e Exchange of Duplicates Committee. Sandra 
Beehler has replaced Patricia Callahan on the Editorial 
Board of TSLL. Almost all of the AALL representatives who 
are assoc- with TS-SIS were up for renewal this year. 
The new representatives are as follows: 

ALA/ALCTS Cataloging and Classification Section: 
Subject Analysis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Jean Pajerek 

AIA/ALCTS Cataloging and Classification Section: 
Description and Access . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Ann Sitkin 

AIA/ALCTS/LITA/RASD/MARBl . . . . . . . . .  Stuart Spore 

Serials Industry Systems Advisory Council 
(SISAC) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Nona Watt 

Library of Con ress Special committee on 
Foreign Class & Schedule . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Phyllis Marion 

Phyllis is the only reappointment. She raciousl agreed 
to serve on the committee another year. &ice thehure of 
the Class K Committee is uncertain, the appointment 

rocess for this representative will be reevaluated next year. 
hill Meredith continues to represent the Association on the 
AIA/ALCTS Preservation of Library Materials Section. At 
the end of thej992/93 year, representation to NASIG (North 
American Serials Interest Group) was discontinued. 

A Nominating Committee for the 1994 election has been 
a pointed. The members are Sally Warnbold, Chair; Joni 
dssidy, Bill Nazarro, and Donna Putvis. As they work to 
develo a slate for the next election the will be helping us 

two year term. The committee has also been asked to 
create a list of eo le from the Section who are possible 

LL Executive Board. 

The Awards Committee for 1993/94 is chaired by Janice 
Anderson. Working with Janice are Richard Amelung, 
Beverly Rubenstein, and Suki Scott. Durin the year, they 
will be solicrtin 
second Renee 8. Chapman Award was !esented at the 
1993 annual business meeting to Marie &IM. 

The 1993 94 Executive Board met on July 13 at the 

was the report of the Represen atives Workin Group. As 
you may know, the report was presented at t e business 
meeting on Jul 11 and met with approval from those 

the re ort with its recommendations to the AALL Execdive 
Boarzprior to its meetin in October. The report, as it 
appeared in the June 199fissue of&L, will be revised to 
incorporate the ideas expressed at both the general 
business meeting and the board meeting. A letter formail 

and SAC%e allowed a period of internship prior to taking 
office will accompany the report. 

I look fotward to serving as your chair during the year 
and will t my best to be responslve to your ideas and 
o inions. %ease feel free to contact me at any time. MY 
[one number is: 919-684-3470, and my e-mail address is: 

Eeb@faculty.law.duke.edu. 

find a 8ecretaryflreasurer who will be Y he first to serve a 

candidates for t f : A  e 

nominations for the 1 & award. The 

4 4 Hyne Conven I ion Center. Amon business items discussed 

attending. The & ecutive Board decided to send a cop of 

requestin that any new representatives to MARBI, CC:D b: 

4 
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OBS-SIS *** NEWS RELEASE *** 

The AALL Online Bibliographic Services Special Interest 
Section announces the completion of a directory of 450 libraries 
which responded to the 1992 LAW LIBRARY SYSTEMS SURVEY. The 
survey was developed by members of the Section's Local Systems 
Committee, and was executed in January-February 1992. A special 
projects grant was awarded to the OBS-SIS by the AALL Executive 
Board in recognition of the potential value collecting and 
disseminating information about online systems, databases and 
bibliographic utilities used in all types of law libraries. The 
primary goals of the project are: publication of a directory of 
law library local systems and analysis of the collected data to 
be submitted for publication as research article(s). 

***** 

The first edition of The Directorv of Law Librarv 
Systems has been approved for publication in the AALL 
Publications Series. In addition to the entries arranged by 
library name, the Directory will have several indexes. These 
include: 1) list of automation consultants and the libraries 
which have hired them; 2) list of automation systems or software 
and the libraries using them; 3) selected CD-ROM databases and 
commercial online search databases, with corresponding library 
users; 4) libraries which have installed LANs; 5) list of 
libraries by bibliographic utility affiliations; and 6) lists of 
retrospective conversion and tape processing vendors and the 
libraries which have used them. 

***** 

For more information about the survey or directory, contact the 
Project Manager (Carol Nicholson, University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill), or the 1992/93 OBS-SIS Chairperson (Elaine T. 
Sciolino, Simpson Thacher & Bartlett). 

The directory is priced at $45 and is currently available, 
contact Fred B. Rothman & Co., 10368 W. Centennial Rd., 
Littleton, CO 80127 (phone 1-800-457-1986). 

5 
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TS-SIS HONORS MARIE WHITED 

Marie Whited is the 1993 recipient of the .Renee D. 
Chapman Memorial Award for Outstandin Contributions in 
Technical Services Law Librarianship. ?he award was 

resented at the business meeting of the Technical Services 81s on July 11 in Boston. 

Held in high esteem as an author, teacher speaker and 
mentor, Marie is an expert on Library of Congress law 
classification and cataloging. Through numerous panels and 
workshops, she has enerously shared her expertise, most 
recently at the 1993 Summer Institute on International 
Organizations, where she, spoke on EEC and U.N. 
classifi,cation. Currently chairing !he TS-SIS Catalogin and 

her colleagues throughout the library world, and she serves 
as an influence and inspiration to many in law librarianship. 

Classification Committee, Marie. is an authoritative gui % e for 

and AALL. It honors the memo of Renee Chapma; 
former Head of Technical Servies atyhe Charle 6. Sears Law 
Library at the State University of New York at Buffalo, and 
Chair of the Technical Services SIS in 1988/89. 

The Technical Services SIS exists to romote the 

acquisitions,. cataloging and classification, preservation o 
library materials, serials control, exchange o du licates and 

the development and coordination of the country's law 
!ibra resources, in all ty es and sizes of libraries. Founded 

over 600 members affiliated with law firms, law schools, 
corporate legal departments, courts, and government 
agencies, or working as independent law librarians. 

8 communication of ideas, interests, and (esearc K concernin 

other traditional areas of technical services, w R ich lead to 

in 19 7 8 as a section of d L L ,  the Technical Setvices SIS has 

The Technical Services SIS Awards Committee is proud 
to recognize these achievements, and to present Marie 
Whited with the Award !or Outstanding Contributions in 
Technical Services Law Librarianship. 

The Renee D. Chapman Memorial Award was estab- 
lished in 1991 to recognize extended and sustained 
distinguished service to technical services law librarianship 

TS-SIS Awards Committee: 

Janice Anderson 

Victoria rotta 
Michele Finerty, Chair 
Gail Dal\t 

ACQUISITIONS 
Jean Eisenhauer 

Washington & Lee University Law Library 

Changes continue in the le al publishing world. 
Accordin to the Cleveland Plain 8ealer of July 1, 1993, 
West Pu%lishin has acquired the Banks-Baldwin Law 
Publishing Co. %anks-Baldwin will operate as a subsidiary 
of West Publishing and will market both companies 
publications and services in Ohio and Kentucky." The June 
14, 1993 issue of Publishers Weekly noted at page 22, that 
job cuts are corning at hree hundred ninety 
positions will be eliminated%;yhe Jnd of 1994, with most 
ositions being from the printing operations (245 jobs) and 

rhe rest from the Legal Information Systems unR. The 
reason? The "move away from printed tax and law reports 
and toward electronic services . Thomson !nformation/ 
Publishin Group experienced sales increases in 1992 in Its 
three booi-related groups accordin to Publishers Weekly, 

the American le al publishing unit, had a 13.7% sales 
increase and a 4.1% increase in profits. Growth in CD-ROM 
ublishing played a ma'or rt in this increase. However, 

yhomson says that ''while CEROM technolog is a threat to 

areas (as well as certain other areas), It also hods 
opportunities, and Thomson is recruiting personnel to 
capitalize on them." 

At the Washington and Lee Law Library, we are in the 
rocess of changin periodical vendors from Faxon to 

EBSCO, for reasons% not o into here. am glad we are 

smooth transition, knowing that there are bound to be some 
snafu's. If all goes according to plan, we will be able to 
change the vendor field in our current order records b 
using bar codes which Ebsco will supply. Since we haven 
done this yet, I can't comment on how it went. However, 
one piece of advice I would give is; when you inform your 
present vendor that you are cancelling all orders with them, 

May 17, 1993 at page 12. thomson B rofessional Publishing, 

B some traditional forms of.publishing in the. Y ax and le al 

doing this now and not bac s( in 1983. I am hoping for a 

7 

be sure you both understand what that means. I shot 
know in about a year how this transition went. 

The July 1993 issue of i Journ I at page 39 has 
an article b Evan St. Lifer a W n d u s t r i e s .  ut Most 
of us probagly know EBSCO as a serials subscription agent. 

6 
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AUTOMATION 
Suzanne Devlin 

Dechert Price & Rhoads 
~~ ~ 

"Processing Through the Internet" 

LC Standards, MARC specifications, association 
guidelines and articles by col!eagues offer details on how to 
technically process items in libraries. In recent ears a new 

electronic, it's worldwide, it's cal ldthe INTANET. 

The network of networks, Internet can be, used as an 
instantaneous communications tool for technical services 
librarians. For example, in one week, an informal ,poll 
among colleagues can be taken on how looseleaf services 
are routed; in one day, opinions can be expressed and 
corn iled on the issue of how to catalog internal memos; in 
one [our, news of a publisher's different supplementation 
method can alert all law librarians. 

Without the Internet, such activities would have to be 
accomplished via the U.S. mail (a.k.a. snailmail), the 
telephone, articles in professional publications or personal 
contact at workshops or conventions. Instead, the Internet 
offers electronic mail to.individual cplleagues,, subscriptions 
to focused discussion lists, searching capabilities of online 
catalogs and access to electronic newsletters. 

source has emerged that assists in erformin t x is task. It's 

Electronic Mail 
The key to successfully communicating with 

3fessionals from around the. world is knowin their full e- 
fail address. There IS an online source cal ldthe Internet 

White Pa es that helps identifYl proper addresses. Beware, 

order to search It (regulus.cs.bucknell.@u 185) 
The mechanics of how to send mail messages var.ies 

among internet providers and networks: However, having 
the correct address IS the most critical part of this 
communication process. Both small and large technical 
service departments can benefit from the knowledge shared. 

Discussion Lists 
There are over 3800 discussion lists available on the 

Internet and their status chanqes daily. Although there is no 
list called "technical services or an abbreviated acronym 
that resembles it (e.g. TECHSRV or TSLIST), there are quite 
a few lists that cover many technical services issues: 

you mus f know, the "address to the White Pages file in 

ACRLNY -L@NY UACF 
Electronic bulletin board for libra jobs and events in 

message, i.e., ACAD-TECH for ec nical services jobs 
in academic libraries and SPEC-TECH for those in 
special libraries) 

AUTOCAT@UVMVM 
Library catalogers discussion list 

COO PCAT@N E RVM 
Discussion list which serves as a clearinghouse for 
information to aid in the formation of cooperative 
cataloging arrangements between libraries 

Rare books, manuscripts, and special collections 
discussion list 

the U.S. (Jobs are coded by 7 {pe in the Subject 

EXLl BRI S@ZODIAC RUTGERS. EDU 

LAW-LIB@UCDAVIS.EDU 
Law librarians discussion list 

Government doucments librarians discussion list 
(includes the DuPont Circle. Group Reporter, the 
newsletter for U.S. deposltory libraries) 

GOVDOC-L@PSUVM 

PACS-L@UHUPVM 1 
Public Access Com uter Systems Forum: deals with all 

patrons, such as CD-ROM databases, exDert svstems. 
computer systems P hat libraries make available to their 

hypertext programs, microcompiner ' lab6 and 
locally-mounted databases (see also PACS-P below) 

RLG Technical Services discussion list 

Discussion group dealing with serials issues 

RLGTECH@RUTVM 1 

SERI ALSTQUVMVM 

TESLA NERVM 
Tec @A nical Standards for library automation discussion 
llSt 

USMARC-L MAINE 
USMAR 9 Advisory Group forum which discusses the 
implementation, maintenance, changes and 
development of the USMARC formats. 

Forum for the exchange of ideas, challenges and 
solutions in the establishment and operation of the 
library of the future: hardware, software, 
buildin s, sfaffing, management, etc., are a I welcomd 

VIRTUAL@INDYCMS 

publishing 
topics ? or discussion 

Vendor-Related Discussion Lists 
Many library software companies provide an electronic 

forum for a user to communicate wrth the vendor as well as 
other users. 

CARL-L@UHCCVMB CARL users group 
Dynix users roup DYNIX L@SBU.EDU 

INNOPAC@MAINEB Innovative In etfaces a 
NOTIS-L@TCSVMB 
NOTISACQ@CUVMB 

users group 
NOTIS users group 
NOTIS acauisitions 

-IST@\~~MVB VTLS 'users group 

Electronic Newsletters: 

ACQNET 

(Issued irregularly as needed) 

Newsletter on library ac uisitilons issues (Send 
subscription re uest to t! hristian Boissonnas at 
CR I @CO R N ELL& 

7 
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AM-WO UICVM 
ALA % ashington office newsline 

ALCTS UICVM 
AL 9 TS Network News: an electronic newsletter for this ALA division 

LCCN@SUN7.LOC.GOV 
LC Catalo ing Newsline: quarterly newsletter containing brief statements related to activities I -  ,tary of Congress in 
the area o ? cataloging 

OCLC-NEWS@OCLC.ORG 
Newsletter for press releases from OCLC 

Public Access Com uter S stems Publications: news of interest derived from the PACS-L discussion list 
(also includes CURl?ENT dTES, a bibliography of articles of interest to PACS-L users) 

Newsletter on serials pricing issues 

PACS-PQUHUPVMl 

PRICES@GIBBS.OIT.UNC.EDU 

Access to Online Cataloas 

libraries: 
Using the telnet command, you can access one institution or multi-institutional law catalogs. Below is a list of selected large 

Colum LibraT ia 
Fordham 
Marquette 
New York Univ. 

U. of Maine 
U. of Michigan 
U. of Nebraska 
U. of New Mexico 
U. of Oregon 
U. of Pennsylvania 
U. of Virginia 

Washington & Lee 

Internet Address 
pe asus.law.columbia.edu 
15%. 108.2.22 
libus. csd. mu. edu 
ju1ius.n u.edu or 
1 28.1 2 i .  159.2 
ursus.maine.edu 
141.21 1.220.2 
unllib.unl.edu 
Iibros2.unm.edu 
anus.uoregon.edu i o1a.law.u enn.edu 
128.1 43.A. 101 

iii.libra .wlu.edu or 
137.1 lYlO.11 

as instructed 
law 

ursus 
urn-lex 
library 
!ibrary 
janus 
asklola 
press return, 
connect l a d  
lawlib 

Again, knowing the exact internet address is he1 ful but there are many ''tools" on the internet that direct ou to these 

common benefit of searching these libraries is locatin cataloging information. Checkin LC classification or subject heading 
catalogs such as: Archie, Gopher, Veronica, WAlS and 'Ivww (individual explanation is for another article altogether,). Y The most 

assi nments are two common uses. Fre uently, the 9 ocal catalog records contain OC i! C record numbers. Therefore, when 
pr 02 ucing a record the connect and searc a times on OCLC decrease. 

Conclusion 
ou don't have access ,already, et ready, your connection is vital to the future of technical services. Contact your regional 

%LC network, check with a near % y educational institution for arrangements, or use a commercial provider to ain access. 
Costs will vary depending on total hours of usage but the benefits are far reaching and can not be overestimate? 

**A special thanks to Peggy Mahan, Head of Technical Services, Theodore F. Jenkins Memorial Law Library, Philadelphia, PA 
for her assistance in preparing this article. 

8 
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DESCRIPTION AND ENTRY 
Melody Lembke and Rhonda Lawrence 

Los Angeles County & UCLA Law Libraries 

Exam les used in the advanced sessions of the 1992 Santa Clara Cataloging Institute,often included the cataloging problems, 
but not afgave the solutions. Over the past ear this column has been devoted to distributing as much information as possible 
about the advanced sessions' solutions. ?or that reason discussions on classification and subject cataloging as well as 
description and entry have ap eared in this column. In later issues of vol. 19 we will complete the coverage of the Institute. 
Sessions on access oints an8uniform titles remain unreported. Thanks again to Marie Whited, Paul Weiss, and Adele Hallam 

anc?EIEn dGrath. 
for re arin the Ins P itute materials and to all the reporters who have assisted with the answers: Martha Childers, Kathy Faust, 

of the restatements are cataloged. Some ,months ago Alva J tone noted that there was a wide variation in how tentatlve drafts 

records. fhe tentative drafts, t a ough the often car a numeric desi nation, are not serials, since the $0 not meet the 

For those of you who collect American Law Institute (ALI materials, now is a good time to review how the tentat!ve drafts 

from ALI a peared in the biblio raphic utilities. Some were cataloged individually as monographs, some ap eared as serial 

requirement "intended to be continued in&finitelf (JCR2 glossary). ?he tentative drafts should be cataLged as multi-part 
items. The following LC record is an example of a correctly cataloged multi-part tentative draft. 
ID:DCLC88164126-8 RTYP:c ST:p FRN: MS:c EL: AD:07-21-88 
CC:9110 BLT:am DCF:a CSC: MOD: SNR: ATC : UD:06-26-93 
CP : pau 
FC:m m: 
010 
040 
043 
050 00 
082 00 

n-us--- 
KF3OOSb.R47 1988 
1741 310973S219 

245 00 
I 

260 

Restatement of the law, the 
Scthe American Law Institute 
Philadelphia, Pa. (4025 Ches 
Sc1988-cc1993 

law governing lawyers 

itnut St , Philadelphia 

:Sbtentative draft 

19104) :SbExecutive Office, American Law Institute, 

100  v .  c1-6 > ;Sc22 cm 

JOO "Submitted by the Council to the members of the American Law Institute for discussion." 
650 0 Practice of 1awSzUnited States. 
650 0 LawyersSzUnited States 
650 0 Legal ethicsSzUnited States. 
710 20 American Law Institute. 

00 At head of title: Restatement of the law third 

Given the budget constraints of our institutions Karen Nobbs' question on recording cancellation dates for loose-leaf publi- 

How should a cataloger handle the distinction between titles which are actually ceased (e.g., the publisher stopped 
ublishing them , and the titles whose subscriptions are cancelled internally, but continue to be ublrshed? Clearly, a 

in a national data base. Again, is this described somewhere and is there any di erence between serial and monographic 
cataloging practices? 

Karen is absolute1 correct that it is "ina propriate to close the date of an on oing title in a national data base" unless one is 

serial record. What are the catalo ers options? The,answe! depends on our local system and your nagional bibliographic utilRy. 

For instance, in RLlN you can use the 590-599 notes or certain fields on the holdings screen for local information. At Los 
An eles County Law Libra we use a free text note ($a of ANT) to store the followrn note about a loose-leaf cancellation: 

holdings statement such as: Library has; v. 1 4 ,  7988-7992. Subscript!on cancelled. The dates in the fixed and variable fields are 
left open. Our reference staff are experienced users and realize that ust because a loose-leaf or a serial have open dates does 

su lementation. Catalo ers make a judgment based on available evidence that the title will in fact be updated. We all know that 

is very easy for the user to spot (it would have been buried in the description if we used the 590 option). They groan, of course, 
and ask why we don't get it any more! We know the answer to that question: money! 

Because OCLC operates on,a "master record" assumption, libraries cannot maintain individual variations of the .same record 
in OCLC. Instead, each OCLC library would have to make local notes in its own.online catalog or manual file regarding cancelled 

cations has poignant currency for many of us. 

8 R fbraqh, local ho I dings need to reflect that cancellation, but it is probably inappro riate to close the ate of an ongoing tR!e 

reasonably sure that ill e title has ceased. l%is is true whether the title is a loose- B eaf publication catalo ed as a monograph or a 

What local notes and fields storec?in your records display in your local d PAC? 

Sugscription cancelled in 7 7 93. This displa s immediately following the call number in t 4 e case of a-loose-leaf or after. a serial 

not mean that we are still subscribing [In fact, an open date on a I oose-leaf does not mean that we have ever received any 

putishers do not always 9 ollow through with their promises to keep a title up to date.] The note that the subscription is cancelled 

Jbscriptions. In no event should a library permanently "close" a record when it has merely cancelled a subscription. 
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PRESERVATION 
Patricia Denham 

University of Cincinnati Law Library 

"Report of Workshop: Res onsible Custody and Conservation: 
A Day at Northeast 8 ocument Conservation Center" 

Will Meredith and Mary Coo er Gilliam, from the 
Preservation Committee of TS-EIS coordinated the 
workshop, on Thursday, 15 July 1993. the twelve of us who 
had re istered were transported by bus to Andover, Mass. 
where%EDCC is located. We were warmly welcomed by 
Ann Russell, the Director. Karen Motyiewski, the Director of 
Field Services, described NEDCC as a nonprofit .regional 
conservation center which serves as a resource for librarians 
through its pool of consultants. She identified seven 
elements of preservation: control of the environment, 
building desi n, stacks maintenance, handling of books, 
item treatmen ? , disaster preparedness, and public education. 

for libraries to do surveys of the types of 
have, the size of the collection, patterns of 

of the staff. Libraries should decide 

! what they want concerning tem erature and relative 
humidity, air quality, light, fire protec ion and securit Ideal 
conditions are usually not possible. Karen ex lained &at the 
deterioration rate doubles with each 18 p. increase in 
tem erature. Libraries should choose a tem erature and 
relahe humidity level and keep them constant. ?here should 
be no more than a 3 F. or 3% change per month in 
transition between seasons in regions which experience 
wide temperature fluctuations. Karen discussed different 
types of furniture, stating that wood is the worst for shelving 
because it is highly acidic. Baked enamel is the library 
standard. When purchasing shelving, it is important to be 
sure there are no solvents in it, that it is chemically neutral. 
Concernin light, intensity + time = amount of damage. 
Since all lig 7l t is damagin , the minimum amount consistent 
with reading comfort sfould be used. Speaking of the 

hysical securit of items, Karen siated that 70% of library 
Fres are causedyby arson. One sprinkler uses t 20 gallons 
per minute but fire hoses may use hundreds of gallons per 
minute. The use of sprjnklers is advocated by 
conservationists. Dry pipe sprinkler systems which do not 
hold water are more expensive than wet pipe sprinkler 

stems which are much quicker to respond because they 
contain water. 

Todd Pattison, Conservator, spoke to us about in-house 
repair. He advised us to take a small sam le of the 
collection to see what kinds of damage there is. fhe sample 
will help win support from the administration by showing 
that a program will save money in the long run. In-house 
repair may be more cost effective than binding or 
replacement, de ending on the extent of damage or 

example, it would be more cost effective to send a book to 
the binde than to. attempt the repair in-house. Todd 
explained #at hinge tightening costs on1 $.20 per book and 
takes about 5-10 minutes to perform. dtles to be repaired 

deterioration. If t t: e sewing or adhesjve is not sound, for 

can be identified throu h circulation, the reference staff, and 

types and numbers of repairs completed to determine the 
cost effectiveness of the repair operation. 

After a catered lunch, Shawn Diaz Cressman, Manager 
of the Microform Laboratory, s oke to us about usin 
microfilm as a preservation tool. ?he life of microfilm is SO? 
years compared to 20 years for digital methods. Strict 
standards are evolvin for filming. Preservation filmin can 
be more expensive tfan regular filmin because of ?hese 
standards but libraries can be assured &at it will last much 
longer. Standards for inspection of film includes a density 
check, a frame by frame check, and a match with the 
original. NEDCCs master negatives which are those taken 
directly by the camera go in a vault in a mountain to keep 
them at a constant, cool temperature. Service copies are 
those which are used by libraries. 

Todd Pattison showed a series of slides about 
conservation treatment and choices. NEDCC documents 
each book before work is begun. The take pictures of it 
and make a written record. Tests are d n e  of each 
ink. The books are disbounc t dry cleaned. 
ollution, acids, and sizing are dvddfled out in this proct! 

?he pages are deacidified and an alkaline reserve is added. 
Any necessary paper repairs are completed with Japanese 
aper and wheat or rice starch. The book is dried with a 

Packing iron. New endsheets are added, then the boards 
and the coverin material. A record is made of the work that 
was done and #is placed in the book for the customer. 

Participants were given a tour of the microfilm and repair 
laboratories. Several exav des of old books and scrapbooks 
were displayed, both those in need of treatment and those 
whose treatment had been com leted. The chosen method 

We could see that the center receives a wide variety of 
materials from many types of institutions and individuals. 
Among the items displayed for us was a scrapbook which 
had been kept by the wife of a member of the National 
Negro Baseball League. While it is important historicall 
does need a lot of attention to preserve the contents. 
also had a demonstration of flat paper and photographs,by 
a conservator. The results of a process called leafcasting 
were shown to us. The original documents .had. ho!es ir 
them from insects eating the paper. Leafcasting fills in the 
missing places. 

NEDCC is truly a wonderful resource for libraries and i 
model for other regional conservation centers around tht 
country. 

shelfreading projects. 7 t is important to keep records of the 

a;p" Of 

of treatment and the course o P treatment were explained. 

G 
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RESEARCH AND PUBLICATIONS 
Ellen McGrath 

University of Buffalo Law Library 

Since this is m first outing as the new editor of this 

name is Ellen McGrath and I am he Head of Catalogin at 
the Charles B. Sears Law Library State University of dew 
York at Buffalo. I have recently been granted tenure, an 
accomplishment that requires research and publishing at 
this University. So, I do have some experience in these 
areas, though I would certain1 not call m self an expert. I 

Paper series and7 have had one article published in the 
refereed 'ournal Cataloging & Classification Quarterly. An 
additional article has also been accepted and is forthcoming 
in that same journal. 

Many thanks to Brian Striman for etting this column off 

ear. His work here led to his appointment 10 the new AALL 
bandin Committee on Research,, chair+ by Nancy Carol 
Carter. \e sure to read Brian's article in this issue about the 
work of the Committee and the u coming LAWRES-L 

8ommittee, as well as to convey information on the work o 
the Committee to the readers of this column. As I said, 
Brian has already otten us off to a ood start. I hope to 

;th ideas for the column or for research, impressions of 
rat you have read, inaccuracies, etc. Anything--just so I 

Know you are reading It! 

I thought I would use this issue's column to discuss 
information that I have picked up from this year's American 

I did not 
atten the-meetin myself, but thanks to the mirac!e of 
electronic Iistseivs, have collected a great deal of pertinent 
data concerning research in cataloging and classification. 
I should say that most of the ALA activity I will report on 
concentrates mainly on cataloging and classification. This 
is also my obvious area of special, interest. It does not, 
however, mean that this column will focus only on those 
areas. It simply means that I will need to hear more from 
those of you who are interested in or doing research in 
other technical services areas such as acquisitions, serials, 
preservation, etc. 

Two excellent ALA reports were posted on AUTOCAT 
and I will summarize them here. The first was a report by 
Judith Ho kins (SUNY Buffalo) of the ALCTS Cataloging and 

announcement of the electronic availabil of the list of 

described as comprisin research topics in cataloging and 
classification suggestedl b authors of rfsearch and oJher 
literature ublished from 7987 to 1991 The Committee 

ideas for further research, and then supplemented those 
ideas with more suggestions of their own. To retrieve the 
file, send a mail message addressed to LISTSERV UICVM 

received a copy of this li8 and I highly recommend it. As 
a person who enjoys doing research, but is not alwa s ood 
at coming up with the initial idea, I find this list yo %e a 
goldmine of information. As a matter of fact, I will probably 
go into greater detail about the topics listed in later 

Y column, I will take t 1: is opportunit to introduce myself. My 

have had a mono raph publis K ed in the h4 LL Occasional 

the ground and doing such an excelent 9 

listserv. Brian and I ho e that this co P umn can be used to 

9 et ideas from the rea 8 ers of th@ column to the Standin 

follow his lead, but 7 will need your he ? p. Please contact me 

ob for the past 

Association meeting in New Orleans. 

9 Libray 

Classifica P ion Research Discussion Group. There was an 

research topics put to ether by the ALCTS % ataloging and 
Classification Section B ol$y and Research Committee. It is 

members R ave gone through the recent iiterature, extracted 

with the text of the messa e: GET CCS RESEARC 8 . I have 

columns. If ,an one would like a copy and cannot obtain 

A great deal of the Discussion Group meeting was 
devoted to a report by Judith Hudson (SUNY Albany) on the 
ALCTS "Research in Catalo in and Classification: Wa s 

A M .  The urpose of the preconference was to aid potential 
and actuap researchers in gettin started. Judith Hudson 
welcomed all the participants. Slaine Svenonius (UCLA 

before you leap," gy noting that the antici tion of the 
results of our actions is very im ortant. AAC eia 2 was given 

emphasizd the necessity for quankication in applied 
research and the generalizabil'ty of results. 

Carol Mandel (Columbia) spoke on develo ing research 
questions. She pointed out the importance ofthe literature 
search and the following keys to success: ob'ectivity, critical 

often do research on a regular basis without even realizing 
it. She gave the example of training a new cataloger. The 
steps of determinin criteria, setting up methods to measure 
progress, and We followup application of those 
measurements emulate the research rocess. Richard 
Sm-iraglia (Long Island Univers9) empksized the qreful 
definition of the research pro ect, since, the majorty of 

else flows from Yhere. greakouf sessions were conducted 
to supply some hands-on experience to the attendees. 

Ruth Carter (University of Pittsburgh) was the final 
speaker. She spoke about what she has obsewed in her 
role as the editor of Cataloging & Classification Quarterly. 
All in all it sounded like an excellent workshop and I was 
sorry to have missed it. Let me know if you would like a 
co of Ms. Hopkins full report and cannot obtain it from 
AJqOCAT. I also have a co y of the handouts courtesy of 
Ms. Hudson. 
developed by the CCS Policy and Research Committee,)he 
handouts include a list of steps in research 
development, a selective, annotated bibliograph by artha 

and 

authors for Cataloging & Classification Quarterly. 

one electronica x y, please let me know. 

and Means" preconference 4 %  el in New Orleans prior yo 

was the keynote s eaker. She utilized the phrase "loo 2 
as an exam le of not lookjng be P ore lea .ins.. Ms. Svenonjus 

thinking, clear analysis, careful desi n, an d the linking of 
results to theory and concepts. Ms. I4 andel noted that we 

research actual1 takes lace a I the planning stage and all 

In addition P o the list of research topics 

RFect 
OHara Conwa entitled "Research in Cataoging Y 
Classification: d ethods and Issues," and the instructions for 

Judith Hopkins and it summarized t c: e activities of the CC 

Resources & 7 echnical Services (LRTS). He discussed his 

articles received by L S  f address cataloging issues. There 

personally wi ? I  h wor ing on and even reading such 

The second ALA report was also osted to AUTOCAT b 

Policy and Research Committee itself at A M .  I will only 
point out one item ,of interest fromthese meetings. A report 
was given b Richard Smiraglia as editor of Ld~rary 

instructions from the journal's editorial board which are to 
"1. Make LRTS more re resentative of all ALCTS, and 2. 
Improve thealance beheen research articles and mo[e 
pragmatic ones, i.e., increase the number of pragmatic 
ones." The first point s eaks to the fact that the majority of 

is a desire to increase articles that deal with other technical 
services areas. The second point concerning more 
pragmatic a?icles is rather self-explanatory. I know I found 
it encouragin thou h, since I feel more comfortable 
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"practical" articles. It is important to hed. the earlier points 
about eneralizability, however, when writing such articles 
for pubgication. 

S eaking of LRTS, I have just received the current issue r. 3f no. 3, J u m 3  . I have not had the chance to read 
completely ye!, but 1 recommend that ou all try to get 

issue, in which a review of the literature for the current year 
in each of the areas of acquisitions, descriptive catalo ing, 

reproduction, and serials IS given. ?he subect, anal sis 
review is written by AALL's own Alva Stone (korida date 
University) and IS entitled 'The Elusive Conce t o! 
'Aboutness': the Year's Work in Sub'ect Analysis, p392 

are excellent because they analyze t r e m i n  research and 
ublication in these areas. Perhaps more importantly, they 

&pically suggest areas that require further research. 

your hands on it. It is the annual "The sy ear's Work in ..." 

subject analysis, col!ection develo ment, preserva ? ion, 

Congratulations, Alva! These annual c RTS review articles 

I hope this column has included something of interest to 
you, the readers, I supQose the underlying theme is ti- 
here ARE technical services librarians actively invdved 

SERIALS 
Jean Pajerek 

Cornell University Law Library 

The following serials title changes were recently identified by the Cornell Law Library acquisitions staff: 

Bender's federal tax week 
Changed to: CCH federal tax weekly. 
1993, no. 26 (July 8, 1993)- 

Massachusetp rules of court ... state and federal 
S lit into: Massachusetts rules of court. Federal and: Massachusetts rules of court. State. 
1 k 3 -  

Newsletter (American Bar Association. Section of Public Utility, Communications and Transportation Law) 
Chan ed to: News (American Bar Association. Section of Public Utility, Communications and Transportation Law) 
Vol. 39, no. 2 (Jan. 1992)- 

Chan ed to: Sdolk transnational law review. 
V ~ I .  8, no. 1 (fall 1992)- 

Suffolk transnational law 'ournal 

The following serials cessations were identified by the Cornell Law Library Acquisitions staff: 

Criminal ustice quarterly 

Law and legislation in the German Democratic Republic 

Michigan. Civil Ri  hts Commission. Case digest 

National Jewish Jaw review 

dublication suspended with vol. 10, no. 1 (fall 1989) 

Ceased with: 1-2/88 

Ceased wfh: 198!5/1986 

Ceased with: vol 5 (1990-91) 
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SERIALS ISSUES 
Mary Burgos 

New York University Law Library 

Shrinkin budgets and risin serial costs have been 

bnfortunatel , they have in most cases come ri ht in. As a 

formidable task of bringin these conflicting trends under 

ounding a 7 the door of law 7 ibraries for many years. 

result, the Y aw serialist has been confront e8 wlth the 

control. We have vi orousy 9 pursued alternate methods of 
managin our serias P collections, some of which, our non- 
law coun 9 erparts have used for years. Vendor consolidation 
is one such method. 

Although many law libraries have used subscription 
agents for the non-legal portions of serials collections or for 
special needs such as back orders or foreign materials, 
some law libraries are now moving the majority of law 
serials orders to one or more serial vendors. The benefits of 
consolidating serial orders are simply reduced cost and 
increased control. 

When calculating the cost of serials, many factors need 
to be taken into account. If, for example, the only measure 
in determining whether to purchase directly from a publisher 
or throu h a serial vendor was the purchase price, then 
buying di'rect would be the first and only course of action. 
However, all aspects of serials acquisitions costs, including 
staffing, must be considered when evaluating o tions for 

-rea is Doug Phel s' time-and-motion study "Publishers' 
scounts-But at ghat Price?" y 4  Li,braT AcyFit ioy:  

fractice and The0 289-293,1990 . Phe ps s owe ow t e 
rocessin time inyolved in orderin and receivin directly 

vendor. In addition, invoice processing of pu%lis#er invoices 
fook nearl f i e  times longer than the processing of vendor 
invoices. hthou h the urchase price of vendor acquired 
serials may be 8 htly I i  her than that of serials ac uired 
directly from pubkhers, %helps' study demonstratd that 
significant savings can be realized. in the area of processing. 
Phel s' study was not conducted in a law library, but it does 
highrght valuable considerations for all libraries. 

Since publishers offer comparable discounts to vendors 
as to direct subscribers, vendors are able to in turn offer a 
competitive rice to the list rice. A seeming loss of a 

reductions in processing costs are added o the benefits of 
special services that a serials vendor offers. 

Vendor provided services can afford the law serialist 
greater control over both the serials budget and the 
rocessing aspects of the serials collection. From a 

gudgetary standpoint, using serial vendors offers such 
benefits as setting common renewal dates and receiving 
detailed financial reports. The common renewal date allows 
the library to designate the bulk of serials spending to a 
specific time of the fiscal year, while the vendor financial 
reports can provide cost comparisons by publisher, fund, or 
year. 

Greater control in processing is achieved by the ability 
to batch work such as claiming and ordering. In the 
automated environment, many serials vendors already offer 
electronic invoicing. and , are working toward electronic 
claiming. Electronic invoicing reduces the risk of keying 

ordering serials. One of the most convincing stu c f  ies in this 

Prom a puflishei was nearly double, 9 hat of oin t a rough a 

P publisher's &count .may we1 P be recou ed when such 

errors and increases the speed at which invoices can be 
rocessed thereby allowing more productive use of staff 

&me. 

Another control advanta e is the reduced number of 
customer service contacts t8at need to be maintained. to 
handle the Same number of titles. A few vendor relationships 
are easier to nurture than a large number of publisher 
relationships. 

Obvious questions are how to choose a vendor and 
implement a vendor consolidation project. Choosing a 
vendor requires consideration of the ollowing factors: the 
vendor's s ecialty; basic services; automated services; 
methods or communication; billing and renewal options; 
service charges; and re-pa ment incentives. Any special 
requirements that the ibrary\as should also be taken into 
account, such as rush orders, multiple fund accounts, 
various shipping designations, or the ability to supply 
materials. on a unusual basis, i.e., an every other year 
subscription to an annual publication. 

The number of vendors needed will depend on a libraws 
size and focus. But whatever the number vendors should 
be chosen carefully. In choosing a vendor, law serialists 
should, as usual, consult with their cdlea ues. Shared 

insi ht. A vendor consolidation project is time consuming 
adtherefore expensive. Having to repeat or correct the 
process adds more time and money. 

Implementing a vendor consolidation project e n  be 
approached from one of two an les. One option is the 

by publisher .basis. A, second, option would be to. transfer 
orders on title by title basis as renewal invoices are 
received. Dependin upon such factors as the number of 

either of these methods or a combination of the two may 
work equally well. 

In either case, it is essential to keep publishers well 
informed of your intentions and rogress so as to avoid 
needless confusion, ill-will and t f: e possibility of lost or 
duplicate subscriptions. Just as importantly, library staff 
responsible for collection development should be kept 
informed as the project procegls. Proper .communication 
will help to avoid misunderstandings regarding the status of 
subscriptions. 

Vendor consolidation pro'ects are usually well be worth 
the time and effort expended in their implementation. Whjle 
it is not possible to transfer all serials to vendors, the abilRy 
to consolidate the bulk of a library's standard serial 
transactions can result in si nificant long-term savings. At 
this point in time, a num % er of the major law serial 
publishers do not accept vendor subscriptions. It is 
necessary, therefore, to contact legal publishers to 
determine individual policies. Hopefully, legal publishers who 
continue to operate inde endentl of serial vendors will 

male serials vendors so valuable to law libraries. 

experience often provides the most valuable in B ormation and 

transfer of publisher orders to ven 8 or orders on a publisher 

titles, the level of sta ?I ing and the time frame of the project, 

be in to adopt some of t F : c y  e stan ards and practices that 
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SUBJECT HEADINGS 
Alva T. Stone 

Florida State University Law Library 

Last year Dana Dvorak (Law Society of Upper Canada) mentators (Rush Limbau h defined it as "teachin children 
wrote me a letter sayin that she was havin difficulty to hate America"), I askdPaul G..Weiss, of LCs C?ataloging 
finding a suitable hea%ing in LCSH for #e book, Policy .and Su ort Office, if It was time to consider 

$hanging PLVRALISM (SOCIAL SCIENCES Multiculturalism and the Law. I recalled havin .had a similar 
Mulficultura!ism." There was some concern at L that 

multiculturalism mi ht be a short-ltved buzzword. Also, 
problem when I cataloged the Wisconsin Mu ? ti-cultural Law 

was noted that the ?992 ed. of American Heritaae Dictionf 
defined "pluralism" quite similarly to the w ' i  

M i n a t i o n "  or "Discrivination a 2nstdi  niLk ro? 3 to 
arallel LCSH headings like AGE D%CRIMINATdN, RACE LISCRIMINATION SEX DISCRIMINATION, or "multiculturalism" was being used. Upon. .closer 

DISCRIMINATION AGAINST THE HANDICAPPED, I chose investigation, however, we began to see some distinction 
to assign "Minorities--Legal, status, laws, etc." because, that between the two terms. Multiculturalism" seemed to deal 

with the proactive role which overnments or educational 
systems take for romoting an % preservin ethnic diversity. 

was the closest to the sub ect I could find (and there is an 
LCSH reference, ETHNIC ~INORITIES, use MINORITIES). 
In addition, under "Multiculturalism" we found an instruction In some places gag., Canada or Australit$ there are even 
to use PLURALISM (SOCIAL SCIENCES. ,We can assi n laws to re ulate such programs. After further discussion 

with socia7 science catalo ers at LC, it was decided to 
e s t a b l  i s h M U LT I C U 1 - f  U R A L I S M a n d  a l  s o 

that as a seconda 
, beeuseydoes not bring out the legal aspects 

of the wor s being analyzed. MULTICULTURALISM--IAW AND LEGISLATION, but to kee 
"Pluralism (Social sciences)", with scope notes to distinguis 

satisfactoT 
Noticing that mu!ticulturalism was becoming a movement between the terms: 

worthy of discussion by both popular press and com- 

J to 

ea i 
Since there was no 

heading, but 4 IS not entirey 4 
I: 

Multiculturalism (May Subd Geo sh93-1610 

customs, langua es, and beliefs, within a unified society such as a state or nation. Works on the condition in whic 

sciences). 

i! or programs that foster the preservation of different cultural identities, includin 

numerous distinc s ethnic, religious, or cultural groups coexist within one society are entered under Pluralism (Social 

Here are entered works on poicies B 

UF Cultural diversity policy 
UF Cultural pluralism policy 
UF Multiculturalism--Government policy 
BT Social policy 
RT Ethnicity 
RT Pluralism (Social sciences) 

Multiculturalism-Law and legislation (May Subd Geog) 
sh93-.l61? 

BT Social legislation 
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Other questions recently put to LC regarded the use of 
.ists' contracts," and subject heading assignment, for 

&ern jury instructions. (The latter question was submitted 
Barbara Stern and M e l d  Lembke, Los Angeles County 
rary.) In both cases, the z C response was given by Paul 

meant to be used for the visua B arts (UF: Artist and art 

G. Weiss. 

Question. The reference structure under ARTISTS 
CONTRACTS would seem to su gest that the heading is 

dealer contracts: and, BT: Law and art). However, LC may 
now be interpretin the "artist",class of persons in a very 
broad sense, to injude entertainers and other performers, 
because ARTISTS' CONTRACTS has recently been assigned 
to works like Law and Business of the Entertainment 
Industries, and tntertainment Law: Leaal ConceDts and 
Business Practices. Given the literary warrant implied by 
t ese examp es, would LC consider creatin a new sub'ect 
hheading, suck ,as "Entertainers' contracts"? 8 r ,  if LC prelers 
to continue using ARTISTS CONTRACTS for these types of 
works, then would rt be possible to add some cross- 
references to the authority record to show that it is also 
used for entertainers? 

LC Response. If ou look at the list of narrower terms 
under the heading lRTISTS, you will+see that we use this 
term very broadly to include entertainers and performing 
artists as well as visual artists. We apply that broad usage 
to ARTISTS CONTRACTS as well. I have added the UF 

Entertainers' contracts to the heading ARTISTS 
CONTRACTS. 

Question. The heading INSTRUCTIONS TO JURIES-- 
Place] appears either alone or with the appropriate 1 eadings for civil or criminal rocedure on various LC 

records (90-166780, 90-64426, 89-51609, and 85-63867) for 
works on eneral civil and criminalpttern. jury instructions. 
We have aecked the SCM:SH an back issues of TSLL to 
determine whether there is 
INSTRUCTIONS TO JURIES 
whether the correspondin headin for 
[Place] or CRIMINAL PR&EDURE--[Place] should also be 
added. Is there a source we have overlooked? What is 
LCs policy on subject practice for general pattern jury 
instructions? 

LC Res onse. We do not have explicit written instructions 

assi nment of additional headings in conjunction with this 
hea%ing falls into the area of cataloger judgment and 
discretion. Some catalogers think it useful to assign 
additional headin s such as CIVIL PROCEDURE or 
CRIMINAL PROCgDURE while others think it is not 
necessary. Unfortunately this results in the ty e of 
inconsistency that is illustrated by the sample recor C P  s you 
sent. Personally, I would recommend that if a work deals 
specifically with criminal or with civil cases, the additional 
heading be assigned to bring that out. 

to .cataogers P on. how to assign this heading. The 

TECHNICAL SERVICES IN SMALLER LIBRARIES 
Carol Dawe 

Katten, Muchin & Zavis 

Well, the Annual Meetin is over and the taste for oysters 
and lobster has finally le w me. The Technical Services 
Roundtable is now a division of the Private Law Libraries 
SIS. We have a bud et and a set of goals agreed upon for 
next year. The Guijelines for Technical Services in Law 
Firms were agreed u on with minor changes and will be 
sent for approval by t R e PLL Board in the next month or so. 
I have reprinted them here for comments. Please send the 
comments to me at Katten Muchin, 525 West Monroe, Suite 
1600, Chicago, Illinois 60661 or you may send them via the 

GUIDELINES FOR TECHNICAL SERVICES 
IN PRIVATE LAW LIBRARIES 

Please bear.in mind that these standards, if passed, would 
not be binding. They would, however, be recommended 
uidelines for practitioners, and carry the full support of the 

issociation. 
For our reference: Small libraries = 0-50 attorne in the firm; 

Mediurnxbraries =51-100 attorneys; Large libraries =101&+ attorneys. 

Internet at kmzcjd@class.org . 
It was wonderful to hear so much positive feedback 

and the im ct it has had 

an excerpt in Law Office 
complimented their librarians for 

of the art" libraries in terms of the survey 
great PR for the library! Several other people 

mentioned that they have been asked to write reports 
comparin their library operations to the survey results. So, 
all in all, t8e survey has made an impact and is doing some 
good out there in the real world. 

Take a look at the guidelines and let me know what ou 

rules. This is for a firm environment but corporate and court 
libraries can adapt them to their needs, as well. 

1 .  Several people p" old me that their 

2. 

think. Remember these are guidelines and not hard and Y ast 

3. 

PROPOSED GUIDELINES 
CATALOG IN G 

The catalogin function in small, medium and large 
libraries shouyd be performed or managed b an 
on-staff degreed librarian or through a quaxfied 
cataloging service. 

The Library of Con ress classification scheme and 
subject headings 8ould be used with or without 
modification in small, medium and lar e libraries. In 
California, the LA County Law Libra& Scheme is 
also acceptable for those libraries who are already 
using it as their classification system because R is 
viewed as an accepted alternatrve standard for 
classification. 

Small, medium. and large .l.ibraries should have 
access to a bibliographic utility. 
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4 The current national catalog code should be 
followed in the provision of descriptive catalogin in 
small, medium and large libraries. At present, k i s  
is AACR2R, which may be su plemented by use of 
theBbray.of Conaress. Rule Pnteroretations In an 
online environment, it IS stron suggested that 
software which is corn tf&e with MARC 
bibliographic records and wl%h follows the MARC 
standards that are detailed in the USMARC Format 
for BiblioaraDhic Data should be chosen. Any 

HC standards followed b the bibliographic utility 

be followed. 

Authority control should be provided within the local 
catalo of small medium and lar e libraries. (This 

this means that the form o f e a d i n g  will be 
uniform so that all titles pro erly collocate. At most, 

and authority notes are rovided in the catalog for 

especially as it rows. Split files work against the 

6. All libraries should maintain some kind of 
procedures/decisions file to ensure. continuity of 
choice in catalogin . 
documentation sucf as AACR2R Libra 9 
Conaress Rule I n t e r p r e t a t i o n ' A d ,  
Librarv of Conaress Subtect Headinas , 
Catalo in Manual, Librarv ofl wi 
classiti- Countv class K for C a l i h a  

9 I raries ma substitute or a ocal catalogin 
zanual, if nalonal standards are fdllowed. Any loca 
variations. on such national standards should be 
recorded in the local manual. 

in use such as OCLC, RLI d , WLN, etc. should also 

is impled by adherence to AACR 9 R. At minimum, 

it could mean that a struc P ure of cross references 

the user. Authority wor R is essential to a catalog, 

user's location o s all pertinent titles.) 

5. 

Use of national catalo 

SERIALS CHECK-IN ROUTING, FILING, BINDING & 
ACQU~SITIONS 

7. Serials check-in, in large libraries, should be 
automated using a commercially available s stem 

medium libraries. 

8. All libraries utilizing commercially available 
automated serials check-in should take advantage 
of them to produce holdings lists and management 
reports to better advertise and manage serial 
holdings. 

and is also strongly recommended for smal Y and 

11 Depend,ing on the volume of the mail, distribution 
by the library staff should be completed within 2 t r  
4 hours of its arrival in the library. 

12. The use of a filing service is strongly recommended 
for large and medium firms. 

13. It is recommended that lar e libraries erform the 

libraries do so on a quarterly basis and small 
libraries on a semi-annual basis. 

14. The eriod from which a book is recommended for 
purcRase, to the time that it's ordered, should be 2- 
4 weeks for large and medium libraries, and 1-2 
weeks for small libraries. From the time the book 

binding process on a mon #l ly basis, t R at medium 

15. A written collection development policy is standard 
for large and medium libraries and recommended 
for smaller ones. 

DEPARTMENT MANAGEMENT 

16. A technical seyices procedures manual should be 
created and utilized as a standard in medium and 
large libraries. As above, a catalo ing procedures 

small libraries. 

17. The recommended standard for conducting offiyp 
searches in medium and large libraries is two 
four times per year; the recommendation for sma 
libraries is monthly. 

18. Shelfreading should be conduct$ by large libraries 
at least once per year; medium libraries at least two 
times per year and by small libraries at least four 
times per year. 

19. Statistics on technical services function and 
rocedures should be compiled by the Supervising 

eibrarian at regular or periodic intervals to shpw the 
amount of work done and the time required to 
perform tasks. 

manual, at the very least, shoul c? be in place in 

*The members of the Advisory Board are: Suki Scott, PLL Technical 
Services Standards Committeechair, Prudential Insurance compankJqni 
Cassidy, Cassidy Catalogin Services; Caro! Dawe, Katten Muchin & vis; 
Michele Finerty, Orange %unW Law Ltbrary; Ellen McGrath, State 

9. The use of a commercially available software 
acka e to,facilitate routing will be the standard. for 

krge flbraries and is recommended for medium 
ones. 

Chan es to the routing list should be made in 1-3 

UniversiLof New YorC at Buffalo; Jean Pajefek, Cornell Law Library: 
Jeanne nolds, Kemp,,Srnith Duncan & Hammond; Gary Vander Meer, 
Northern hnois, University College of Law; Marie Whited, Library of 
Congress Law Ltbrary. 10 

days ? or large, medium and small libraries. 

ONLINE BIBLIOGRAPHIC SERVICES SIS 

Sunday, JULY 11, 1993 
tSS M t t i l N G  - MINUTES 

The meeting was called to order by Elaine Sciolino, 
Chair, at 3:06 m. Thirty-three members of the section 
were present. ?he minutes of the 1992 business meeting 
were approved. 

Susan Goldner ave the Secreta reasurer's re ort. 

28%) responded. The new officers for 1993/94 are: ,Mary 
&hapman , Vice-Chair/Chair-Elect; Diana Osbaldiston, 
Member-at-Large; and Mary Louise Corbett, 

Ballots were sent to w e 405 member o v he Section an 8 1 13 

Secretarypreasurer. The balance in the treasu as of May 
31, 1993 was $9,458.45. During the year $21y50.00 was 
received as income from dues. Expenses were $112.29 
s ent on the 1992 annual meeting and $200.28 on the 1 993 

$1250.00 we transferred to =L for our portion of the 
newsletter expenses. 

As old business Elaine Sciolino announced the .OBS/SlS 
sponsored programs at this year's annual meeting The 

e P ection. Headquarters has not removed from our accout! 
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Research Roundtable will meet for the second year in a row 
'.d the new Reference Roundtable will meet for the first 
.~e. The oroiect coordinated bv Carol Averv Nicolson is _ _  _ _  I- - I - -  - -  complete-with the publication 6f The Direetorv of Law 

Libra S stems as part of the AALL P ublication Series. 
tlainyattlnded CONELL and handed out red OBS/SIS 
frisbees., She also created promotional fliers emphasizing 
OBS actlvtties for spectfic groups: state, court and county 

9 librarians and private law firm librarians. A standin 
commrttee on education has been formed with the 'ob o 
preparing program ideas as a year-long effort. Alva Atone 
past Chair, wrote the Section's first procedures manual. li 
will be revised and finalized this fall. 

Elaine reported from SIS Council that two reports have 
been sent to the Executive Board. One concerns SIS 
accounting procedures and the other deals with 
communication among the SIS's. She also spoke about the 
importance of working for continued support of the 
Depository Library Program. 

The OBS/SlS Committee Chairs, OBS/SlS 
Representative,,a@ T LL editor gave reports which appear 

At this point Phyllis Post took over the meeting as new 
Chair. She emphasized that everyone is invited to the 

elsewhere in this issue -% o m L .  

committee meetin s, 
She re orted that h e  
interes P surveys were: 

and encoura-ed people to attend. 
main areas opconcern shown in the 
workflow, local procedure manuals, 

e-mail and Internet,. Mary Chapman Vice-Chair,,reported on 
the to ics under discussion for the Seattle meetin . Amon 
the &as are Internet and its effect on utilities, BC-basd 
local systems, changes in wo+flow due to automation and 
yecession, and. quality of life in the workplace. Additional 
ideas were solicited. 

Phyllis expressed concern on a topic discussed at the 
SIS Council meeting. The annual meetings being held in 
convention centers will probably result in fewer program 
slots and pro rams aimed at larger grou s. Apparently next 

+here was an open discussion about the jmportance of 
small, technical programs and meetin s wtthin our section. 

PrivaPe Law Librarians do. Phyllis solicited feedback from 
the members. 

Karin den Bleyker,thanked !nnovative Interfaces for their 
sponsorship of the joint reception on Saturday night. It was 
very successful. 

ear there wi P be fewer programs than t c: ere were this year. 

One ossibility is doing our own bloc a of programs as the 

The meeting was adjourned at 4:lO pm. 

Respectfully submitted, 

TECHNICAL SERVICES SIS 
Sunday, July 11, 1993 

GENERAL BUSINtSS MEt llNG - UINUTES 

Susan Goldner 
OBS/SlS Secretaty/Treasurer 

SIS Chair Caitlin Robinson called the meeting to order at 
1:30 p.m. 

1. The minutes of the 1,9!32 business meeting of the SIS 
were approved as published in Technical Services Law 
Librarian. 

2. Gary Vander Meer presented the Secreta /Treasurer 

indicated office by mail%allot in accordance with the bylaws 
of the Section: 

report: The followin members were elec 7 ed to the 

Vice-Chair Chair Elect: Katherine Tooley 
Secretary reasurer: Martha Childers 
Member-at-Large: Stuart Spore 

h 
Membership in the section totals 608. 

According to records held b the Treasurer, the Section 

total $5,271.84. There continues to be a problem with 
discrepancies between monthly statements from 
Headquarters and records held by the Treasurer. Some 
improvement has been noted, however, and the report 
of the Ad Hoc Committee examinin this problem, one 

point for resolving these problems. 

has had income totaling $9, J 82.31 and known expenses 

that exists with ,other sections as we P , is a good starting 

3. Standing Committee reports were received: 

a. Joyce Manna Janto reported that the Acquisitions 
Committee was involved with four pro ram;/meetings 

ro'ect on collecting weeding and deseletion policies 
Lad begun, wtth terns being collected b Alice 

Alice for the project. 

at the Convention. She noted that t 4 e Lommittees 

Pidgeon. Joyce urged members to forward PO 7 icies to 

b. Marie Whited reported that the Catalogin and 

programs/meetings. She noted that the Committee 
meeting and Roundtable were largely taken up with 
discussion of the group reports on: (1.) KF Form 
Division "Official Reports and Mono ra hs", (2.) The 
sub'ect. heading :'Law Reviews", andg3.rName of Act 
as dubject Heading. 

c. Caitlin Robinson reported for Judy Lauer that the 
Exchange of Duplicates pro'ect had 168 tofal 
subscribers, produced seven Iisls, including a s ecial 
list on Superseded texts and treatises, an8 was 
funded for the ear without a subsid from the 
Section. 
Committee. 

d. Annette Morris, new chair of the .Preservation 
Committee, reported for Ma Cooper Gilliarn that the 
Committee was sponsorin ?Iyo programs, including 
the post-convention wor a shop at the Northeast 
Document Conservation Center. For next year, the 
Committee will resubmit its program suggestion on 
fire suppression. 

e. Mary Burgos reported on the actkitties of the Serials 
Committee. She noted that. the SlSAC Bar Code 
group had been working with publishers and law 
reviews on the use of the bar code. . The Statistics 
group is working with AALL on definitions of Serial 
titles and Subscriptions. The Committee is sponsoring 
two programs at the convention. 

4. Michelle Finerty presented the report of the Awards 
Committee, and announced that the recipient of the Renee 
D. Chapman Award was Marie Whited. 

5. Caitlin Robinson read the words of John Edwards in 

Classification Committee was involved wit i? two 

Betty goeske is the new C y1 air of the 
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tribute to Ellen Kaye Sto ple, and noted that discussions 

suitable memorial from the Section in honor of Kaye's 
service to the Section and the Association. 

6. The report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Bylaws was 
received and the Section voted to amend the bylaws to 
change the term of office of the Secreta /Treasurer to two 

7. Diane Hillmann presented a report on the role and duties 
of the representatives to various bodies outside the 
Association. Significant discussion centered on the method 
of selecting the representatives, with openness and the 
ability to nominate candidates being discussed. In addition, 
the level of reporting required was discussed, and Diane 
noted that the representatye's book was being revised. She 
noted the importance of interns, but also noted that the 
funding for such positions was a problem. 

were being held with in s ividuals from Drake regarding a 

years. This will be in effect with the next e 7 ection to the post. 

8. Pat Denham reported on the activities of Technical 
Services Law Librarian, including the size change0  
conform to Association requirements, the change in 
publication dates to permii an issue closer to the 
convention, the finances of the publication, and the August 
4 deadline for the next issue. 

9. Reports from the various representatives were received. 

a. For CC:DA, Re ina Wallen reported-that multi le 

combine$ rules revisions, through October 1992 shald 
be out by the end of the year. 

b. Alva Stone reported that SAC has a new 
Subcommittee on the Order of Subdivisions in LC 
Subject Heading Strings, to look at the order of Main 
topic, Subdivision, Place, Time, and Form. 

version a pears &ad, and that a publication of P he 

c. Diane Hillmann, representative to MARBI reported that 
Format Integration has been delayed, and that partis1 
implementation was not plann,ed. She discuss 
eroblems with the multiple versions idea, noting tt 

d. Phyllis Marion reported on the activities on the LC 
Advisory Committee on Class K, including the 
progress on various schedules. 

e. Will Meredith reported on the activities of the ALA 
Preservation of Library Materials Section. 

C is not in favor of ideas on sub-records. 

10. Jolande Goldber reported on the LC Classification 
schedules, noting thap KL-KWX is published, and contains 
significant changes due. fo chan es in the political 

JX/KZ changes are now involving the political science 
specialists as well as law classifiers. 

11. Rhonda Lawrence re orted on the situation surroundins 
the closure of the UCLAeibrary School, urging members to 
get involved in the movement to save the program. 

12. Caitlin Robinson reported on the activities of the SIS 
Council and thanked the members for their support through 
the year. 

13. Vice-Chair/Chair-Elect Hope Breeze romised her hard 

activities of the Section, and presented Caitlin. with a 
memorial gavel for her term of service to the Section. 

14. The meeting adjourned at 3:OO p.m, 

environment since Its preliminary avai 4 ability. She noted that 

effort in the year to come, solicited mem g er support for the 

Gary Vander Meer 
Secretary/Treasurer 

OBS LOCAL SYSTEMS COMMITEE 
Patricia Callahan 

University of Pennsylvania Law Library 

deadline for return of the survey mi ht also be extended The Online Biblio raphic Services SlS Local S stems 
beyond August. 1. The survey aso asks for Internet 
addresses to online catalogs, something that was requested Sunda , July 11 from 12:OO-1:OO. There were 13 people 
at last year's Committee meeting. This information was not 
included in the Law Librarv Local Svstems Directo 
because that pro'ect was initiated before most librariey Pat Callahan, Committee Chair, made some eneral 

announcements. Card Nicholson reported that t f e  Law catalo s were avai able on the Internet. That information will 
Libra Local S stems Directo has been ublished b y T e  be in t fe  next edition of the direct y. 
Fred:. Rothmln Go. and is ayailable for $5. 

The committee elected Caitlin Robinson, Iowa University 
There was some discussion about the Local Systems and Suzanne Deviin, Dechert, Price and Rhoads as co- 

Experts' survey that was recently sent to OBS members by chairs for the next 2 years. Suzanne will chair next year's 
a subcommittee. The members of the subcommittee are meeting and Caitlin will chair the meeting in 1995. 
Mary Cha man, chair, Aurora loanid, Caitlin Robinson, 
Suzanne gevlin, Terence Rose, and Karin den Bleyker. Possible program topics for the 1994 convention were 
Some people, includin Carol Nicholson, felt that there was solicited. 
overlap with the Law Li%rarv Local Svstems Directo , didn't 
understand the purpose of the recent survey and we?e afraid The group then discussed the pros and cons of 
that people would not want to fill out yet another barcoding unbound periodicals for circulation. Several 
questionnaire. These are all legitimate concerns. Pat libraries, includin Georgetown University, American 

University and the bniversity of Pennsylvania are doin this explained that the rea! purpose of the recent survey was to 
find people who are willin to serve as local systems experts for all or part of their current unbound periodical collec ions, 

Usually, ' be Technical Services staff does the barcoding 
Although peo le frqm these libraries felt that It IS worthwhile, aids and brochures they may, have developed in-house wit1 

those interested in this material. The purpose of the survey it is also very abor-intensive, both at the time the issues are 
would be publicized in Technical Services Law Librarian and checked in, when the item records are created, and before 
the AALL Newsletter so thatthe OBS membership would the issues are bound, when item records are deleted. 
have a better understanding of the surveys purpose. The 

P Committee met at t R e AALL Convention in Boson Y 
presen Y . 

on 

1 

a 
and who are willing to s a are any documentation, trainin 

P 
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OBS OCLC COMMllTEE 
Card Shapiro 

Fordham University Law Library 

These are annotated, reorganized Minutes of the 
Committee meeting held Tuesda , July 13,1993. Thanks to 

order by chair Card Shapiro. She asked members to 
consider running for chair next year, a two-year position. 
Present at the meetin were 26 members and two 
representatives from OtLC: Anita Wagner and Chris 
Motta aw. It was disappointin to note that almost all 

Public Services staff probab y also use 8 e  utility daily. 

Miscellaneous catch up: OCLC will provide only one free 
copy of documentation per institution. Additional cooies 

Sally Wambold for recording. T x e meeting was called to 

B atten J ees are in Catalogin , w%en Ac uisitions, ILL and 

can- be purchased or obtained from the Inteinet. 
Biblioaraohic formats and standards, a two volume set 
available in August, is a preview of what format integration 
(which I think of as harmonization a la EEC) materials will 
look like. It includes various already approved format 
changes throu h MARC update 4, so it can be implemented 
upon receipt. Wlthough,it replaces all of the prior individual 
format documents, rt is not the document representing 
format integration, which has been delaved. The semrate 
database s6t up for Harvard University redon was described 
along with the Users' Council task force recommendation 
that multiple databases be accessible via transparent 
-?arching interfaces creatin a "universal" catalo Last 

iriiication: records with 020 LAW can be enrised by 
,ddin a second 050, indicators 14. (That ta ging insures 
this figds retention if LC replaces the record7 This action 
results in enrichment credit, not enhance credit. The 
difference between enrichment ($50) enhance $5.00), and 

She su ested that we write as,a group askin for greater 

records so enriched become useful for copy cataloging. It 
was also noted that CONSER master records cannot now 
be enriched by members though we can submit error 
reports with update information such as 785s. Since serials 
are such a large part of legal collections, and up to date 
information so important, we may also request some quicker 
mechanism for at least reportin needed changes. Cindy 
May reminded members that Enlance status is not hard to 
obtain, but on1 four law libraries have it. Ask ,our regional 

interested. 

minimum level ($2.00) credit was explained by Jl s. Wagner. 

reward% call number input, since several o ? us felt that 

network for Edance requirements and applica Y ion if you are 

grou of other kinds of searches. Reminder: it takes 
twenf four hours for a new title or a deletion to be 
searcxable by keyword. 

The question of charges led to member comments 
directed to Ms. Wagner: in essence, that the 1:l search to 
produce ratio becomes a fee for catalo ins. It was felt that 

IS unfair to charge catal ers to ,guild the database. 

disputed charge, which of course particularly hits law 
libraries. Most a reed that it would be useful to break out 

doing what. 

More credit issues came u . The deletion credit 'ust 
covers the cost of a search, ratger than being rewarded as 
a contribution to a clean database. Most resent said the 
have seen hgher OCLC bills, though Ms. gagner said 50°i 
of OCLC users saw status quo or declines. Phyllis Post 
remembered that law libraries speclficall were warned to 
expect increases. Terri Saye repols that UNC is 
considering leaving OCLC. 

Next on the agenda was the new Ex ort fee of $0.045 
per xpo command ,(for whatever kincf of record) plus 
network char es which vary. Although it may be a cost 
recovery for 8CLC for lost card production, people are not 
happy. We questioned whether there is currentl a charge 
for exporting from the Microenhancer or from L t C D  but 
before you rush out to purchase these products for that 
reason only remember that future PRISM upgrades could fix 
any such omission. 

Workflow was the next to ic, since the Chair felt that 
many libraries, with or witho$local systems, are t in to 
reconfigure in response to rising fees and 7u3get 
reductions. Most efforts seem headed towards a onetime 
search of OCLC, with record capture a t p t  of order, !hen 
local editing followed by tapeloads or P to get holdin s 
into the database. Margaret Lundahl retains searches in t 8 e 
save file by batch resaving. The description by Cindy May 
of cost cuttin measures at Wisconsin's Madison campus 
sup lementec?handouts on workflow at other places. Some 
statwere moved from dial access to dedicated terminals to 
make full use of those stations. They try to keep to one 
card per title by not having tracings printed. They enhance 
or upgrade when they can for the credit received. The save 
file and scan title are used to cut down on search costs. 
Refresher courses can be taken by searchers. Additionally, 
there is an in-house newsletter including, searching ti s. 

of searches per title. 

6 the end, there was a call for a lar er ro ram on 
wordow reor anization for next year. Call (81 2 &6%12) or 
fax 212 977%662) for handouts and to work on requests 

Searching to produce labels O? or continuations was also a 

search statistics % y authorization numbers to see who is 

More drastically, they are considering a limn to the num g er 

to 0 L LC. 
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06s RLlN COMMITTEE 
Stuart Spore 

New York University Law Library 

(1) Suzanne Thorpe Univers of Minnesota Law gave 

Project. The Workbook Project is enga ed in drafting a 
training/ready reference guide for use of WLIN EUREKA for 
law-oriented reference work. This is expected to be the first 
such guide desi ned for EUREKA which is the new RUN 
front end, due in%eptember. EURk4  can be reviewed by 
telneting to EUREKA-1NFO.STANFORD.EDU (E6.26.0.172). 

(2) Anne M ers Boston University Law) was unable to 
attend the meeJng, bul passed on a report on the progress 
of the RLlN Record Task Force. The Task Force is workin 
on the general issue of the status of records in the RLId 
database. ,In pyticular. they are explorin ways to reduce 
obstacles libraries face in loading records%om their OPACs 
onto, RLIN. They are also 1,ookin *into the practicali 
loading acquisdions level bibliograp%ic records from OP?C:! 
finding a way to keep bibliographic records in the RLlN 
database after all libraries have removed their holdings, and 
fla ging DCF values in cluster displays (to make record 

(3) Win-Shin (Stella) Chiang (RLG) gave a general report 

a report on the work of t ( 1 %  e RLlN w Reference Wor 1 book 

se ? ection easier). 

on progress at RLG. Among other things, she reported on: 

New access options. These include Zephyr (aka 239.50; 
available now). EtherTerm (Ethernet access to all RLlN 
functions; available in September, and AsTer (modem 
access to all RLlN functions; avai I able in September). 

FTP. RLG expects to offer OPAC to RLlN FTP be inning 
in September. RLlN to OPAC FTP will follow gter in 
1993. 

MARC Holdings. Win-Shin said that followin the 
announcement at ALA in New Orleans that &mat 
Integration would be significantly delayed, 
implementation of MARC Holdin s display and passing 
had been similarly postponed. &is ave rise toea lively 
discussion concernin the need %at law libraries 
perceive for making hgdings records available. 

(4 Phoebe Ruiz-Valera Association of the Bar of the City 
as the new OBS RLlN 

Committee chair by acclamation. 
o f' New York) was seected \ 

TS ACQUISITIONS COMMITTEE 
Joyce Janto 

University of Richmond Law Library 

The meeting was called to order by Committee chair 
Joyce Manna Janto. Ms. Janto be an the meetin by 
reading the 1992-93 committee repor? submitted to &ittin 
Robinson TS-SIS chair, at the Saturday, July 10th Board 
meeting. the committee had been very successful in having 
program submissions accepted for the Boston meeting. The 
Acquisitions committee was the sponsor or co-sponsor of 
four programs. 

committee's workshop on ac uisitions, held after the San 
Francisco meeting, had been. ?he proposed institute would 
cover a broad range of topics in order to appeal to both the 

Cind 

for program proposals is August 13th. 

Elaine Sciolino had proposed that the commFp once 
again begin collecting ,collection developmeqt policies. She 
agreed to once again serve as a repository of these 
documents. The consensus of the committee was that we 
should first finish our goal of collecting weeding and de- 
selection olicies. It was pointed out that it took almost 4 
ears for t te  collection development policy ro'ect to come 

and de-selection policies. 

There being no further business, the committee 
adjourned. 

novice and experienced librarian. Jack Mont 
Larter Cicco are working with Jo ce on 

The Jiscussion was closed with a remin J er that 

yo completion,and we have barely begun co R I  ec ion weeding 
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TS CATALOGING AND CLASSIFICATION COMMllTEE 
Marie Whited 

Library of Congress 

Marie Whited (LC), Chair, called the meeting to order. 
She reported that four su gestions had been ut forth for 

which were accepted were MARC Format ntegration and 
MARC Classification Format. Those not acce ted were 

Cataloguin and Classification of Rare Books. It was 

Classification of &re Books during the Pittsburg meeting 
in 1995. She also re orted that she has prepared oals for 

Report of Ph llis Marion (William Mitchell College of Law 
Library), AALL epresentative to the LC Law Classification 
Advisory Committee. The last meetin of the Committee 
was held in February, and Jolande Gold%erg's proposals for 
the revampin of the JX schedule were accepted. The new 
International %w schedule will be KZ. Theocratic law, KB, 
will be done following the completion of KZ (late 1994, or, 
more like1 , 1995). Now that the Foreign Class K schedules 
are neaXy corn leted, Phyllis suggested that future 

time; at this point she foresees a need for the Committee for 
another two to three years. The final form of KL-KWX is 
very changed from the earlier draft version. All K schedules 
should go on line as soon as possible, but completion of KZ 
is the first priorit . She also reported that LC is automating 
leir shelflist an8 commented that particular care must be 
Aen with legal materials not to-confuse cutt-ers which are 

part of the actual call number wlth true shelflisting. 

Report of Regina Wallen (Santa Clara University Law 
Library), AALL Representative to CC:DA. Rule revisions 
dealing with cross references for treaties has been tabled 
once a ain. Rule revision proposals are expected by ALA 
Mid-wiier. List of approved illustrations has been dropped 
and cataloguers can name an type of illustration. The term 
'Multimedia will be the GMD tbr interactFe media, and the 
final draft of the Rules for Interactjve Media is expected next 
Sprin The controvers on Multiple Versions has not been 
settle! and is now in t t e  hands of MARBI. ALA plans to 
publish rule revisions to October 1992 by the Fall of j993, 
and catalo uers who do not have the loose-leaf version of 
AACR2 wi f  have to cut and paste. The Joint Steering 
Committee (JSC) will not be meetin before 1994 but it is 
expected that the only changes to%e made now will be 
housekee ing ones; major chan es will await a ma'or 

current technolog Re ie introduced Ann titkin who is 
the incoming rep yd CC:&. 

Report of Alva Stone (Florida State University Law 
Library), AALL Representative to the LC Subject Analysis 
Committee (SAC). SAC is planning to sponsor regional 
institutes on the use of LCSH and how to determine subject 
content. The Form Data Subcommittee has submitted a 
request for a new subfield code for form subdivision. The 
use of Exhibitions and Congresses is being studied; perha s 
it would be useful to study the use of Cases as well. T i e  
use of the 655 (Genre/Form) is being reviewed. A new 
subcommittee has been formed to look into the order of 
subdivisions on LCSH subject strings in order to standardize 
the strings. If anyone is interest9 in subscribing to the 
Cataloging Newsline, .please et in touch with Alva. The 

P panels and workshops fort 97 is annual meetin . hggestions 

ClassificaJion of Materials from the Former Soviet e nion, and 

decided to 1 ry to ut on a programme on, Catalo uing and 

the Committee whicl will be mailed to members s a ortly. 

Fi 

appointments to t R e Committee be made for one year at a 

revision oethe Rules, which have % een great1 affected by  

incoming rep to SAC is Jean ? ajerek. 

Report of Diane Hillman (Cornell University Law School 
Library), AALL Representative to MARBI. Format integration 
has been delayed until late 1995. The prelimina report 
from CC:DA on multiple versions took the in% rated 
approach, while LC opted for a single record standarj. It is 
hoped that a solution will be reached by next S rin . Many 
new chan es are being made to the Genre fie&. ldditions 
to the U j  MARC character set should be implemented 
within !he year (this will include the symbol for 'section'). A 
fixed field in records for corn uter files will distinguish 
between remote and local files. &scussion,of patron record 
format was tabled. Stuart Spore is the incoming rep to 
MARBI. 

Re ort of Jolande Goldber (LC). The final version of 
KL-KdX has been ublished. The LC schedules are being 
converted to MAR8 format and it is ho ed that the Law 
schedules will be fully converted by next &ring. The JX/KZ 
pro'ect was dela ed by one year because of internal 

reclass the JX titles, but the new calrnumber will be entered 
in the records. To avoid confusion in the future, JX ma no 
longer be used. The thesaurus for genre terms shoud be 
enhanced for legal materials. 

problems, but wor i is now underwa . LC will not physically 

Marie asked for su estions for stud grou s for next 

Lope Breeze (Duke University$w Library) by August 3rd. 
Several suggestions were made from the floor. Jolande 
plans at some time to ive a ve in depth workshop on the 
use of the new KL-KW9( schedule, including some 
background on the different legal systems. 

ear. Proposals for Sea as e pro rammes s y 1 g  ould e made to 

Submitted by Lenore Rapkin 
McGiIl University Law Library 
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TS EXCHANGE OF DUPLICATES COMMlllEE 
Judy Lauer 

New York Supreme Court Law library 

The committee meeting was held on Tuesday, July 13, 
at 7:OO A.M. On1 four of the Committee members were not 
in attendance. (!hair Judy lauer conducted the meetin 
It was decided to revise both the Authority List and We 
Manual for Compilers and Typists. Tim Watts will do the 
Authorit List. Judy lauer will do the Manual. The 
Cornmit!ee discussed alternative list distribution methods. 
It was concluded that there is no standardization in 
computer equi ment and software. It was suggested to 

the majorrty of eople are using. It was decided to amend 
include. a .smal P survey with the invoice to determine what 

the invoice to a P low libraries to request the issues by FAX. 

If a Library does NOT list a FAX number, it will be assumed 
they wish to have mail requests only. 

Clarification of the membership letter was discussed. We 
will try to make rt clearer. 

The Selection of the Special List Topic was Reporters, 
Session Laws and State Codes. 

The new chair, Betty Roeske, was introduced. Meeting 
was adjourned at 8:30 A.M. 

ReDort of the AALL Remesentatbe 
to the Committee on Cataloaina: Uescrirxion and Access 

Regina T. Wallen 
Heafey Law Library, Santa Clara University 

At the ALA annual meetin 'The Guidelines for 

inal document, incorporatin revisions to the by CdlDR A f  
basic definition and the change of the G from Media to 
Multimedia, will be presented at midwinter and will be 
published as a stand-alone ALA document in the spring of 
1994. 

The cataloging community did not reach a consensus 
during the. comment, period for "The ,Guidelines *for 
Bibliographic Description of Reproductions" (Multiple 
Versions). Therefore, the task force reached no definite 
conclusions and did not present a revised document to 
CC:DA. As a result of the endorsement by.MARBl of the 
Libra of Congress document that basically ne ates 

to complete its charge to promulgate the uidelines and 

Pmplementation of the guidelines must be the responsib!ldy 
of MARBI. It will probably take several years for Multiple 
Versions to be implemented. 

There were few rule revisions before CC:DA at the annual 
meeting. The wording for cross references for legal 
documents was not completed and was tabled until 
midwinter. AALL, and a CC:DA task force will examine the 
pro osed rule revision and present another proposal at 
mi B winter. 

Biblio ra hic Description of lnterac i! we Media" was endorsed 

hil l 

Muhire Versions, the chair of CC:DA asked the task 9 orce 

resent a final document. for a vote a 9 midwinter, 

RLG submitted several options for revising AACR2R rules 
for describing illustrative matter in printed monographs. The 
pro osed revision will eliminate Rule 2.5C2 which lists t!? 
partcular types of illustrations that can tx used. It wilt 
replaced by a general rule to be  the desired terms ~r 
abbreviations in alphabetical orcfer for illustrations that are 
considered important. Legal forms were listed in Rule 2.5C2 
and forms can be found in an example under Rule 2.5C4, so 
law catalogers can continue to use forms by example. 

The ru!e revision package, coverin revisions ap roved 

1h2, will be availabt from A l A  by the end of 1993. 

There has been considerable discussion at CC:DA and 
at JSC meetin s regarding the future and the relevance of 
current AACR!! principles to the new and developing 
publishing and. information technologies. Due to the 
increasing difficulty of revising the cpde within the 

rameters of Its current .structure and rinciples, JSC will 

investigate the impact of these changes on AACR. In the 
near future only minor rule maintenance will be endorsed 
until a decision is made by the working group. 

Ann Sitkin, Harvard Law Library and former chair of the 

and 
TS/SIS Standing Commtttee on 
Classification, be ins a new term as AALL Represen ative to 
CC:DA at the I& ALA midwinter meeting. 

b the Joint Steerin Commlttee (JSO from 1988 P o Oct. 

E m  a working. group wtth internationa P representation to 
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ReDort of the AALL ReDresentative to MARBI 

Diane Hillmann 
Cornell University Law Library 

A great many issues were discussed in New Orleans, 
including man of interest primarily to computer folks 
kproposal 93-8 File Label Specifications for USMARC 

ecords Transferred b FTP comes immediate1 to mind) 

The issue that most people were itching to discuss came 
early in the a enda: Discussion paper 67: Multiple Versions 
in the USMA& Formats. This was not the first time MARBI 
discussed this issue-the last o round was several years 

holdings records was soundly defeated. This time, a draft 
CC:DA report recommending "dependent" bibliographic 
records a three-tiered ap roach) was in hand, and the chair 

that the catalo ing "Big Heads" ha8 supported C8:DA's 
approach, and9 indicat*ed that he. felt that the libra 

would not like the solutions proposed by L(? 

Sally McCallum, on behalf of LC, opined that they were 
most concerned that full records be communicated, and 
that if vendors wanted to break them out into a three-tiered 
hierarch with "dependent" records, that was their decision. 
One MAZBI member suggested that the question was really 
"who will pa ' for the implementation of multiple versions. 

9 software problem, the vendor community will pay to make 
ssired dis lays from records Communicated as full with 

robrem, the utilities (including LC will have to pay to make 

There was a consensus that in terms of cataloger effort 

and those using specidized thesauri and genre Y erms. 

ago. when a proposal to ad 8 bibliographic fields to the 

of CC:D 6 present to deznd that ap roach. He re orted 

which Communi? loo ed too much like the status quo. 

If we adopt Y Cs approach, and consider multiple versions 

<om lex reationships. B 
rhe necessary changes to suppo rl the format. 

If we consider mulver a "format" 

there was no advanta 
some access to 
version. It was 
full or minimal was irrelevant. A suggestion was made that 
perhaps an 886-like structure could be used to 
communicate reproduction information in a bibliographic 
record for an ori inal. This would allow the fields ertaining 
to the reproduc%on to be easily identified an8  perhaps 
moved into a "dependent" record if desired. 

Another issue of interest to law librarians surfaced durin 

Character Set. Qhe ori inal pro osal included only the 
seven characters current& definecfin ANSEL and ascii, but 
not in USMARC. These included the de 

spacing underscore and curly brackets 
considerable discussion, the section symbol 
the law community), the Greek letters pi and 
by the rare books catalogers), the cent sign, 

either approach--both required 
information for the original 

a separate record was 

discussion of Pro osal 93-10: Additions to the USMAR e 
phono copyright symbol, co yright sym % 
inveqed question mark, inve r r  ed exclamation 

symbol, "sm" (a superscript symbol similar to a trade mark) 
and the infinity symbol (for permanent paper), were added. 

Discussion per 69: Accommodatin Online Resources 

systems and services portion of the electronic environment. 
Despite the earlier recommendation to use the Community 
Information Format for these records, there was a strong 
movement towards putting them in bibliographic format--it 
is already up and running and there are still no real 
implementations of CIF. 

A question arose concernin how these s stem and 

se arated out for various purposes. This led into discussion 

for files. More discussion will be pursued on USMARC-L 
with a proposal to be prepared for the next meeting. 

Systems and grvices in USMARC, con P inued work on the 

services records were to be iden 9 Hied, allowing Y hem to be 

of R ow the records might be used and/or linked to records 

Most of the discussion-centered on whether the remote 
aspect needed to be specified and at what level. Some felt 
that remote and non-remote should be separated at the 
SMD level. Others felt that it should be done at a lower 
level. Various recedents in sound recordings and visual 
materials were Rrought up. 

Discussion paper no. 70: Accommodating Patent Data in 
the Biblio raphic Format could be of interest to some law 
libraries. ?t was determin$ that most people interested in 
patent information want to list patent numbers. Comments 
on the discussion paper should be expressed on USMARC-L -- particularly needed b LC are answers to questions 
posed, so that a proposa Y can be written. 

An announcement was made durin the meeting that 
Format lnte ration would be delayed unti 7 late 1995 because 
LC was una&e to make the system chan es on schedule. 
Discussions were ongoing with the other 9 ilities on whether 
a artial implementation (variable fields only) could be 
scledu~ed for 1 W. 
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ReDort of the AALL Rewesentative 
to the Cataloaina & CI assification Section: Subiect Analvsis Committee 

Alva T. Stone 
Florida State University Law Library 

This is my last column as AALL representative to SAC. 
I am pleased to announce that AALL has decided to 
continue its support for this position, and has appointed 
Jean Pajerek (Cornell Law Library) as the SAC 
representative for 1994-1 996. 

The Sub'ect Analysis Committee (SAC met two times at 

meetings of ossible interest to law libraries included two 
meetin s of Re  Subcommittee on the Nature and Use of 
Form ia ta  and the first meeting of the new Subcommittee 
on the Order of Subdivisions in LCSH Subject Strings. 

The pro osed reorganization of ALCTS needed 
clarification. bnder the proposal some Section committees 
were to become "task forces" and others "focus groups," but 
the planning group had SAC listed as a "focus group" 
although its activities fit the definition that was given for 
"task force." Many members disapproved of the terminology 
changes, which specified that only those groups dealin 
with administrative duties (bylaws, nominations, etc.) coul 
call themselves "committees." After the CCS and ALCTS 
boards had had a chance to meet and discuss these 
problems, however, it was decided that focus groups would 
instead be, call+ "interest groups," that only roups that 

'?ask forces " and that groups with ongoing responsibilities 
(like SAC, 6C:DA, etc.) would continue as 'committees." 

SAC has received apprpval from ALCTS to proceed with 
the planning for regional institutes on subject 
analysis/access to be held in 1994 or 1995. It was agreed 
that the Institute should cover these topics: determining 
subject content of new materials, ,LCSH use, SCM:SH use, 
use of online subject authorities, the m o u s e  
recommendations/developments, and current and future 
issues in subject analysis. 

Also under new business, there was a discussion of 
scope notes within the LC classification schedules. "Pre!er" 
notes, which have caused confusion, are gradually being 
deleted from the schedules. "Confer" notes are used to 
point to related class numbers that emphasize different 
aspects of the Same subject. Actual scope notes in LCC 
are few (corn ared to what one finds in the Dewey 
classification). ?'his may be due to the fact that there is no 
single LCC editorial committee to work on the entire set of 
schedules; rather, chan es in the notations are suggested, 

Cataloging Policy and Support Odce. will consider addin 

the June 1993 A M  conference in New 0 d eans. Other SAC 

% 

have a limted time frame to work under woul 3 be,cgjl,ed 

as needed, by individua ? LC catalo ers. Nevertheless, LCs 

sco e notes in some cases. Suggestions may be e-mail e% 
to t R e Office at: cpso@mail.loc.gov 

MARBl that a new sub P ield code be. created for "form" 

definition of $x subfie lr s in the 6xx and 755 fields. A 

Of the nine SAC subcommittees presenting reports, the 
most time and effort was given to the Form Data 
Subcommittee. SAC a proved the text of its request to 

subdivisions and that-a ropriate revisions be made to the 

ma'ority of voting SAC members favor+ a recommendation 
thal the subfield code for "form" be applied according to the 
word's function in the subject string, rather than always 

coding certain words as form subdivisions, There was 
unanimous agreement that the ambiguw of some 
subdivisions should be corrected b revision (e.g. changing 
--EXHIBITIONS to --EXHIBITION CXTALOGS, and changing 

the 1994 Midwinter meeting the Subcommittee will continue 
its deliberations on use of the 655 field for form data 
appearing as a main heading, and will consider whether 
some or all fixed .field ,elements for "form" could be 
recornmended for elimination. 

In its inau ural meetin , the Subcommittee.studyjng 
subdivision or8er decided 9 o prepare various discussion 
papers, for art, music and literature headings! on the pros 
and cons of arran in LCSH strin s alwa s in this order: 
MAIN T O P I C - - T ~ P I % ~ C E - - & E  &RIOD--FORM 
Another DaDer will deal with certain "exceDtion' treatments 

--CONGRESSES to --CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS). At 

(Indians ' of North America, and first' order poiitical 
subdivisions like --UNITED STATES-STATES). Karen 
Calhoun [OCLCI offered to reconstruct a samDle of subiect 
headings'accordin to the new order, and then test them 
with real users in 08LCs "usabil lab." Karen Orabenstott 

regardin a form subdivision research project; she may alsr 
be ablelo study the 5000 subdivided headings from 
OCLC random Sam le, to determine how many of the$,.. 

adopted. 

Several liaisons make re ular reports !o SAC. They 

Headings, I F k ,  DDC Division, DDC Editorial Pobcy 
Committee and the Libra of Congress. Representing the 
Library of don ress, Lynn%-Hosh reported that Class KL 
KWX (-Law o? Asia. Eurasja, A&. Pacific Areaand 

ntarctica has ust been published; t is the first LC schedule 
have grey-skaded page ed es to function like "tabs", to 

KJP 
(Czechoslovakia numbers were extensively revised in May; 

or the for these revisions. 
ac uisition of a tape ;?about !25,000 uni huf%k%iLgs for 
"TdPIC--TOPIC" combinations from LC %ARC records. 
They will consider the feasibility of establishing separate 
authority records for each of these. (Note, however, that 
this will not eliminate the need for pattern. heading lists, 
because LC has not used all of the combinations which 
would be V a l 2  For time period subdivisions like "CIVIL 
WAR, 1861-1 ", LC is deletin the words "CIVIL WAR" in 
the subdivisions followin --PO8TICS AND GOVERNMENT 
and --SOCIAL CONDITIaNS. No decision has et bee; 
made re arding the --HISTORY subdivisions. A cgange to 
"1861-1 d4 5 (Civil warr m-ight be desirable, to retain keyword 
access to the words civil war", while also moving the dates 
forward for better online index displays. 

LCs Cataloging Distribution Service is developing a CD- 
ROM tool which the call the "Cataloger's Desktop. It wi!i 

Manuals (both Subject Headin sand elassdcation), an the 
USMARC Format all on one C% and should be available in 
1994. The Library of Congress Cataloging Newsline (LCCN) 

(Univ. of Michigan) will have daa * Y  to share at Midwinter 

would have to be c R anged f the new prescnbed order is 

cover. develo ments in MA R BI, Sears List of Subect 

make it easier to find t 1 e various tables. 

consult the next 1 C Classlfication Addtions and Chanaes list 
is ne otiating w,it 

8 contain the LC Rue Y lnterpretaions Sub'ect. Catalo in! 
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v has 860 subscribers; if you would like to subscribe, 
id an e-mail message to: 

listserv@sun7.loc.gov 

send lccn [your firstname lastname] 

Last summer, durin an AALL Conference pro ram entitled 
"On the Cutting E&e--CC:DA, MARBI, and ?AC,: various 
suggestions were made on ways in which the 
representatives might improve communication with the other 
law librarians whom they are meant, to represen!. One idea 
was to have the representatives submit lists of 
documentation distributed and discussed at the ALA 
meetings they attend, and to make photoco ies of said 

I am presenting the following list of selected) documents 

Please let me know (e-mail: a&tone@mailer.fsu.edu) (fax: 
904-644-5216) if you would like to receive a photocopy of 
any of these dems: 

SAC Minutes (Jan. 24-25, 1993) 

Committee Progress Reports (SAC, Dec. 1992, and May 
1993) 

"Sub'ect Subdivision Simplification Progress" (Library of 
dongress, Jan. 1993) 

"Library of Con ress Sub'ect Subdivisions Conference 
Progress Repo#"' June 1 b 3  

"SAC Discussion Pa er,on MARBI Proposal 92-10: Addition 
of Subfield k to Eiblio raphic Field 651 and to X51 

Ahority Fields" (Jan. l d 3 )  

and type in the text area: 

documents available to other AALL members. Y o that end, 

from the 1993 Subject Anal sis d ommittee meetings. 

Letter to LC giving SACS opinjon on the use of subfield "k" 

Letter from LC reportin on d,ecisions about subfield "k" and 

tag in phrase subject headings (Feb. 1993) 

free-floating phrase 9n eadings (June 1993) 

"Notes Toward a Definition of Genre" (SAC Subcommittee 
'onNature and Use of Form Data, Jan. 1993) 

"Conference on Reconciliation of Farm and Genre 
T e r m i n o l o g y  [ R e p o r t ]  ( D e c .  1 9 9 2 )  

"Definition of Form Data" approved b SAC, by CCS 

Mar. 1993) 

Memos on Policies for Tagging Form Subdivisions (Feb.- 
Mar. 1993) 

Letter to LC recommending a new, separate subfield code 

Subcommittee on Order of Subdlvisions will be formed (31 

Reactions to the SAC recommendation for "form" 
subdivisions, sent to LC b persons who attended the 1981 
Subject Subdivisions Conzrence (June 1993) 

SAC Subcommittee on the Order of Subdivisions in LCSH 

Re orts of SAC Liaison to MARBI (Jan. 1993, and June 
1 983) 

Discussion papers on '--Histow subdivision (P. Lisbon, Jan. 

SAC Subcommittee to Review the DDC Public 
Administration Schedule (350-354): Charge & Roster. 

Final report, SAC subcommittee to Review the DDC Public 
Administration Schedule (May 1993) 

Letter from ALA on the controversiai treatment of gay and 
lesbian materials in Dewey Decimal Classification (Apr. 

Treatment of Gays and Lesbians in Dewey Decimal 
Classification" wriien statement (Joan Mitchell, DOC 
Editor, June 1993) 

Executive Committee, an d by ALCTS Lmrd of Directors, 

for "form" subdivisions; also reporting that a 

1 993) 

Subject Strings: Charge & Roster. 

1993) 

1993) 

Reeort of the AALL Reeresentative 
to the North American Serials Interest Groue 

Cecilia Kwan 
University of California, Davis Law Library 

The following re ort of the Eighth Annual Conference of 

Associate Librarian for Technical Services, Detroit College of 
Law: 

The North American Serials Interest Group's NASIG) 

Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island. The 
conference, havin the theme ."New Scholarship: New 

NASIG was made P or Cecilia Kwan by Joseph P. Hinger, 

Eight Annual Conference was held on June 9-13, I 993, at 

Serials," was atten 3 ed by approximately 570 serialists. 

x The Plenary Session speakers analyzed how technolog 
and electronic access to information is the future for muc 
of scholarly communication. John Mustard, Assistant 
Professor of Geological Sciences at Brown University, 
demonstrated how scientific visualization has emerg@ as a 
critical tool for research and as a means for the scientist to 

convey concepts and results. Allen Renear, Senior 
Academic Planning Analyst at Brown University gave an 
overview of Standard Generalized Markup bnguage 
(SGML). SGML is the data description meta-language that 
advanced scholarl communication projects will use for 

Approximately 20 workshops dealt with the everyday 
issues that serialists face in their work. These were some of 
the topics discussed: union listin , serials cancellation 

serials automation. 

One workshop brought together vendors, publishers, 
agents and librarians, to emphasize the importance of 
publishers using the S!SAC s mbol. (a-bar coded version of 

computer mediat e J  communication. 

projects, standing orders, managing % uplicate materials, and 

he item identifier section of t  8 e serial item and contribution 
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identifier (SICI) on eriodical issues. Emphasis was also 
placed on the need gr vendors to make sure their software 
is able to access the SISAC s .mbol. It is critical that 

usin the SISAC symbol will highly improve the handling of 

Wilbert Harri, of Moorhead State University discussed 
and demonstrated Electronic Data Interchange (EDI). ED1 is 
the telephonic exchange of routine business transactions in 
highly structured electronic formats between trading 
partners without human intervention. Wil's discussion out- 

librarians and agents inform pub Y ishers and vendors that 

seria 9 s by all who work with them. 

lined all the precursors, software and hardware required for 
ED1 to function. 

At the Innovative Interfaces Informal Discussion Group, 
Carol Magenau, Serials Librarian at Dartmouth Colle e ave 
a detailed presentation on the ED1 Innopac-Sl?AC%12 
Claims Pilot Project. Carol's timeline shows that Dartmouth 
sent their first lnnopac ED1 test claim to Faxon on June 9, 
1993. Carol stressed that some. of the benefits of ED1 to 
libraries, in re ard to claims are: improved claim turnaround 
time, overhea! cost savings, and additional cost savings for 
ED1 invoices. 

ReDOrt of the ReDresentativ 
to the Serials Industry Svstems Adviso: Committee 

Norma. Feld 
Yeshiva Universty Law Library 

The main oal of the AALL Special Committee on ANSI 
Standards for%niform Bar Codes and ED1 for 1992/93 was 
to encoura e le a1 publishers and academic law reviews to 
accommdate dSAC standardized formats. To accomplish 
this goal two subcommittees were established. 

One subcomm-ittee under the leadership of Cecilia Kwan 
rovided information to le al ublishers about SISAC; the 

!!SAC bar code; and the 8lSdk ED1 X12 standards. 

The second Committee provided information to law 
review editors/business mana ers about SISAC and the 
SISAC bar code. (The SISA8 ED1 X12 format was not 
emphasized.) This group of six volunteers worked with 
Norma Feld. Each volunteer was assi ned five schools 

Unfortunate1 , circumstances such as the untimel death 

the withdrawal of one volunteer. and at times the lack of 
cooperation on the art of the law review editors did not 

the volunteers did manage to contact appoximately 43 
'ournals roviding them with information about SISAC and 
(he SISAE bar code. 

The Committee also requested that the editors complete 
forms in order to rovide the SISAC Committee with the 
basic information agout the law school's publications. 

Ms. Feld received several phone calls of inquiry as a 
result of the endeavors. The questions usually concerned 
the location of the bar code on the journal and the cost. 
Although, at this time, none have committed to using the 
SISAC bar code there is no question that there is some 
interest in the bar code and that the AALL needs to continue 
its efforts in lobbying for its use. 

Other activities which will have been accomplished by 
the end of this year are letters to the two main printers of 
law journals (Joe Christensen, Inc. and Darby Printin Co ; 

re uesting that the SISAC bar code be used on AALL serial 

In the future, I believe AALL will need to continue to 
focus on publishers; will need to begin to place more 

which meant contacting approximately €3 -65 editors. 

of b y e  Stoppel Associate Director of Drake Law J chool; 

allow the Committee P o completely fulfill its goals. However, 

and a letter to Judith Genesen, Executive Director o P P  AAL 

pu % lications. 

emphasis on system vendors with re uests to 
accommodate the SISAC bar code and SISA:! ED1 X12 
formats: will need to continue to contact law review editors; 
and will need to continue to educate its own membership. 

Nona Watt, Head of Tech Services at Ipdiana Univers 
School of Law Library, as the new AALL liaison to SISAC wi I 
review these goals and- will implement what is possible 
within the restriction of time and volunteer support. 

?Y 

ACTIVITIES OF SISAC 

PUBLICITY & MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE 

Sandra Hurd of EBESCO is the new chair of this 
subcommittee. She will be making more of an effort to 
coordinate activities among the many members of 
WAC. 

On Nov. 9 (1992) SISAC committee members 
resented an overview of SlSACs activiiies to the 

krofessional Scholarship Publishing Committee. 

SISAC conducted two ED1 X12 claim demonstrationss at 
ALA Midwinter. A similar presentation was given at 
NASIG in June as well as a ro ram entitled SISAC: 

The program emphasized the importance of using the 
SISAC symbol on periodical issues, and the need for 
local s stem vendors to include SISAC symbol access 
capabihy in their software. 

At the ALA annual meeting in New Orleans SISAC 
sponsored a "scanning demo" which demonstrated the 
use of the SISAC bar code and rovided technical 
information about the SISAC bar c0d)e. 

VENDORS, PUBLISHERS AGI!NI% AND LIBRARIANS 
WORKING TOGETHER FOR SERIALS STANDARDS. 

DOCUMENTARY DELIVERY TASK FORCE (DDTF) 

DDTF held its first meeting in Aug. 1992 chaired by Julia 
Blixrud of the Council of Library Resources. The task 
force focuses on the document delivery 
the Serial Item and Contribution Identifier 
s,L,up a series of activities to encourage 
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4p lications being considered beyond document 
deivery include use with royalty payments, invoices 
and linkages between ho!dings a+ citations. One 
result of the DDTF actlvrties IS that Co right 
Clearance Center has agreed to adopt the &I to 
replace the CCC Code. 

SISAC TECHNICAL ADVISORY GROUP (TAG) 

This group was organized at the ALA Midwinter 
Meeting and met for the first time in March 1993. 
The meeting was chaired b Bob Boissy LFaxon). 

standards from the definition-read stage to the 
system-ready sta e. After a SISACi l2 transaction 
set is approved% TAG, the set passes on to the 
SISAC Implementaxon Task Force for testing. TAG 
has approv6 the SISAC versions 3.0 CLAIM (usin 
X12 transaction set 869 dated 3/24/93 and 1 
INVOICE ts ing  X12 transaction set $10 dat& 
3 24/93). 0th ran.saction sets have pass@ into the 

TAG will be working on the CLAIM/RESPONSE and 
PURCHASE ORDER standards in the next few months. 
Final drafts should be done by September 1993. 

TAG is responsible for ta 'c( ing the S S C X12 

B 
S { SAC Implementation Task Force for testing. 

PUBLISHER'S TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMllTEE 

Many ideas are bein explored. Currently under 
discussion is the use o$barcodes with co y machines. 

barcoded article would be used make sure users 
complied with the copyright law. Sue Malawski (Wiley 
Pub. Co.) will be contacting the American Association of 
Publishers and Copyright Clearing House about this 
application. 

Another issue under consideration is the barcoding of 
table of contents. Many questions need to be answered 
before the application moves forward since table of 
contents information is being provided through other 
formats. 

The PICI, a pre-publication contribution identifier, is also 

The information recorded in the co y mac f: ine from the 

under discussion. The Committee is exploring the uses of 
the PIC1 such as in electronic claiming. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

Over 60,000 ISSN were assigned last year b the 
members of the International Serials Data System (I$DS) 
Since the SIC1 is built upon the ISSN the information 
provided by ISDS is of primary importance to SISAC. 

Fritz Schwartz. (Faxon) and Sue Malawski (Wiley) are 
reparin a joint letter to NlSO requesting the 

!$andart% Committee which develo ed the SIC1 
jANSI(NIS0 239.56) !o reconvene. Tt% move results 
rom he man questions/suggestions recetved by the 

According to CSISAC (Canadian SISAC Innovative 
Interfaces ,tans to use the SIC1 as a matc /I key linking 

Faxon is ex loring the use of the SIC1 in dis tch data 
from publisEers as well as for off-srte checRn which 
could be sent electronically to the library from Faxon (or 
any other subscription agency). 

Maintenance K gency. 

library hol a ings to commercial indexes. 

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, SISAC has had a very actFe year. 
Althou h man tasks/standards are in the thinking stage 
or are%eing rested, SISAC has become an important 
forum in the creation of serial standards. The Committee 
brings to ether all members of the serials commun 
allowing t i e  needs of each community to be considera 
As .we continue, to automate our Iibrar!es, the need for 
active participation in SISAC by AALL will remain strong. 

OBS/TS RESEARCH ROUNDTABLE 
Brian Striman 

University of Nebraska Schmid Law Library 

There were nine persons present at the Roundtable 
meetin in Boston on July 13th from 4:30-6:00 p.m. In spite 

discussions to be productive and usekl. hr .  Striman 
report$ that he's investigating creating an electronic 
discussion roup listserv (Unix) hosted by he University of 

information exchange relatin to research to ics and issues 

named something like LAWLIBRES-L and would be a 
moderated list co-owned by Brian Striman and Rebecca 
Trammell. The creation of this new electronic list would meet 
a ortion of the charge and mission of the newly formed 
d L L  Standin Committee on Research, chaired by Nancy 
Carol Carter (&rector, University of San Diego). Mr. Striman 
is a member of this Committee and invites any law librarian 

of the 9 ow attendance, everyone in the rou found the 

Nebraska w a ich would provide a forum for discussions and 

and publication avenues for P aw librarians. T tY e list would be 

(especially tech services law librarians) to discuss issues 
relating to research. 

At the Roundtable meeting, Brian also mentioned that 
Elaine Sciolino had sent him a document with an idea for 
the OBS Board to consider funding OBS/TS Research 
Roundtable activities with respect to technical services law 
librarians promotional materials. 

Brian reported on the AALL Standing Committee on 
Research final report dated March 25, 1993 and he 
summarized portions of the re ort and the re ort's attached 

the absence of technical services research topics and Brian 
said that topics on the a pendix were not "in stone" and that 

agenda dated April 19, 1993. ?he Roundtab P e group noted 

we could add technica P services topics to the report. We 
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talked about how we could get some topics on the 
appendix list. 

Brian then talked about some ways,to get ideas for 
research topics in tech services law Iibrarianship. The 
Roundtable group discussed some barriers to getting 
research topics formulated. One of the major problems we 
discussed was "topic share feat--where someone in the field 
comes up with a ood topic for research and publication 
and doesn't want Po share the to ic for fear that someone 

Mr. Striman mentioned the A I A  ALCTS Catalogin and 

document on "Research Topics in Cataloging and Class- 

else will take the topic and run (s ! eal) with it. 

Clasification Section's Policy *anda Research Commi a ee's 

ification: Suggestions From the Research Literature,, 1987- 
1991." We noted that many of the research. topics in fhp 
document could be customized for law librarlanship topics 
[Note: rf any reader of this report wants a copy of this 
document, contact Brian Striman at the Schmid Law Library, 
U. of Nebraska] 

The Roundtable meetin adjourned. The Reporter hopes 
that next year's Roundtagle will be attended by more 
people. Each year a few more people attend. Please make 
R a point to note the meeting time in next year's pre- 
convention,issue of TSLL. We had another conflict this ear, 

event ma have ulled several people from coming to our 
4:30 - S:o8 p.m. ioundtable meeting. 

this time with the Ac5a'Zmic SIS reception at Harvard. 'f hat 

AALL Standina Committee on Research 
Brief SummaTReiort b{ Brian Striman 

University of Ne ras a Sc mid Law Library 

Watch future issues of AALL Newsletter for this 
Committee's activities. If ou are interested in research (not 
to be confusgl with legai research!) and. publishing in the 
arena of technical services law librarianship, then read TSLL 
Research and. Publications column by E!len McGrath a n X r  
reports by Brian Striman also in future issues of m L .  

The purpose of the AALL Standing Committee on 
Research is to identify researchable questions and issues for 
law librarians to explore with practical impact on the 
improvement of law libraries and their services, the job 
performance and professional development of law librarians 
and the contribution of law libraries to the legal 
profession. 

On July 11, 1993 in Boston the, AALL Standin 
committee on Research SCOR) had Its organizationa 

Universit of San Diego with committee members: Bonnie 

Kathy Shimpock-Vieweg and Michael, Slinger, with ?om 
Reynolds as AALL Executive Board Liaison. 

At this meeting the SCOR discussed protocols and 

9 
meeting. The Chair is A ancy Carol Carter (Director, 

Koneski-hhite, Elaine El ciolino, Brian Striman, Lei See er, 

mechanisms for how the group should operate and how 
communications should flow in an dout of SCOR. 

The Committee talked about sponsorship for any 
appropriate Seattle programs, and ways to promote 
research in our Association. We also reviewed our charge 
and o erations with respect to the AALL 1993-94 Operating 
Plan. h e  examined possibilities for grants which would help 
sup ort research activities in the profession and will be 
conenuin to refine the mechanisms of how that will work in 

There will be a new research electronic listser 
discussion roup hosted by the.Untversity of Nebraska, c& 
owned an8 moderated by Brian Striman and Rebecca 
Trammell. The name isn't solidifed yet, but will be something 
like LAWLIBRES:L. The purpose of this ,list will. be to 
facilitate information and communication of ldeas of interest 
mainly to law librarians on to ICS and issues relating to 
research (not to be confusecfwith legal research!) and 
publishing. Look for announcements of this new list in the 
AALL Newsletter, TSLL, and other cha ter and SIS 

the near P uture. 

newsletters and relawelectronic lists (like P aw-lib). 

PROGRAM REPORTS FROM THE ANNUAL MEETING 

"Enhancing the OPAC: 
Broadening the Scope of Traditional Biblio ra hic Access" 

Reporter/Coordinator Phyllis B P  0s 

This program, s onsored by OBS-SIS, was desi ned to 
look at ways the &line Public Access Catalog YOPAC) 

ives libraries the opportunity to provide library users with kr more information than our old card catalogs ever could. 
Specifically the program looked at bibliographic information, 
as o posed to serials control, circulation, etc. Three 
s eal?ers looked at ways the bibliographic record and the 
&PAC are being enhanced. 

The first speaker was Suzanne Harve , Technical 
Services Librarian, from the University of Puge Y Sound Law x in the fall of 1991 to enhance bibliograp 7l ic records wit 
Library. Suzanne described a project be un in her libra 

contents notes. She showed us the policy that was 
developed to define the categories of materials that would 
be enhanced and went on to present the procedures and 
uidelines used by staff to input the contents notes. A 

Randout included the policy and procedures as well as 
samples of titles enhanced. 

The second speaker was Carol Caro, Automation 
Librarian at Boston College Libraries. She described how 
her libra created a local database using commercial 
software yhat is fully searchable on the libraws NOTIS 
system. This local database includes faculty publication; 
and faculty research profiles; the latter is non-bibliographlo 
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-7d non-traditional, but. very useful in a research library. 
3 demonstrated that libraries can create local databases 

Atible for their users and access those databases through 
the OPAC. 

The third speaker was John Doyle, Associate Law 
Librarian, Washington & Lee Unlversity Law Library. John 
took us on an informal tour !hrough the Internet to 
demonstrate that we can access libraries around the world 
and that this access is bein provided b . man institutions 
through the OPAC termina 7 or workstaxon. i y  looking at 

menus of databases available at other institutions we were 
able to see that Internet provides more than access to just 
library catalogs. John concluded his talk with a discussion 
of the new standards that are being develo ed that will have 
a major impact on how we access these Batabases around 
the world, and an impact on how we access our own 
databases. 

The pro ram was taped by Mobiltape and Suzanne & 
Carol's hanzuts are available in the microfiche packet. 

"Foreign and International Law Collection Development on a Shoestring" 
Reporter/Coordinator Mary Cooper Gilliam 

The first speaker Judy Stinson, Reference Documents 

Law Library devoted fer remarks to !he uni,que and 
intriguing srtuation of budding a small international law 
collection from scratch when you knew absolutely nothing. 
This collection buildin was in response to a new program 
in the law school. #he discussed what basic materials 
should be included in such a collection and how one 
acquired them. She also stressed that in many instances 
acquisition was limited to certain formats because the 
material was not available in any other wa and was long 

one o r  the libraqs best resources when it came to 
suggestions as to what materials should be included. This 
was a refreshing and imaginative presentation by Mrs. 
St inson. 

Tom Re nolds, Associate Librarian at the Universit of 

contrast with his discussion on prunin and editing a lar e 

Reassessment and constant review is necessary in this day 
of limited resources. Mr. Reynolds began with a discussion 
of primary and secondary sources of foreign legal materials; 
he mentioned collecting in the vernacular and only 
collecting in English. He very deftly discussed that one 
should take into consideration the goals of the institution 

Librarian at the washin on and Lee Universi i y School of 

out of rint. She advised that knowledgea t! le faculty were 

California at L erkeley Law School Library was an interesxng 

and mature collection of foreign and in a ernational materia 9 s. 

when either developing or cutting back in forei 
international collections. Acquisitions practices of 
vendors and what one can expect were brought 
stressed collection development as an ongoing dynamic 
process as budgets shrink. He advocated flexibility in 
applying one's criteria to a foreign collection and that 

selectors and collection development personnel should 
become familiar. with material in the collections. He then 
finished by putting forth some of the specifics for cutting 
back on serial subscriptions. 

The last speaker represented an entirely different 
communit from the two previous speakers. Tom Fleming, 
Director oy Le al Information Wave Syst.ems Corpo-ration 
and formerly aibrarian at Mor an, Lewis, & Bockius in 
Philadelphia brought a ve iifferent background and 
perspective to the program.%e presented the view c,f the 
private law firm librarian and what they are faced wrth in 
acquiring both materials and information in the field of 
foreign and international law. He discussed in detail how 
one should develop sources within the community that can 
be tapped for information when the need arises. He 
punctured the myth that law. firm libraries can purchase 
without regard to cost. He definfidy stressed networking as 
part of one's collection development tools. This is the 
major stock in trade for the firm librarian but something for 
all of us to keep in mind. He provoked an interesting 
discussion on ascertaining whom one can call and for 
whom the material is destined as,one could be furnishin it 

covered the potential in online resources and their use in 
the law firm. 

Although this is a widely discussed topic among 
collection development librarians, the three speakers 

rovided fresh insights and useful comments on a. roblem 

away. 

to someone in adversarial posrtion to your firm. He aso a 

Phat is necessary for us to grapple with and that WI P I not go 

"MARC Classification Format:. What Is It? How Can We Use It?" 
Reporter/Coordinator Diane Hillmann 

This rogram was desi ned to introduce law librarians 

potential both as a cataloging tool and an additiona source 
of subject information for the user. 

The first speaker, Rebecca Guenther of the Network 
Development and MARC Standards Office of the Library of 
Congress, s oke briefl about the development and 
structure of t R e format. &in a computer and projection 
equipment, she demonstratd LCs implementation of the 
format, which utilizes a software program called "Minaret." 
Rebecca showed the audience the KF classification and how 

P to one ofrhe newest USM f RC formats, and to ex lore Its 
the online records and the software produce an easily 
browsable display, with windowing capabilities for tables. 
She also demonstrated the searching options which.make 
good use of the various subject terms available in the 
classification format records. 

The second speaker, Karen .Marke Drabenstott, an 
Associate Professor at the UniversIty of dchigan School of 
Information and Library Studies, discussed, how the,sub'ect 

information could be used to enhance subject access to the 
OPAC. She told about recent research studies showing that 

terms and organizational structure of online classiflca 1 ion 
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addition of the use of classification information in an OPAC 
could allow easier browsing, allow the user to broaden or 
narrow searches more easily, and provide relevant feedback 
to users. Use of classificafion could also provide more 
flexible terminology for specral classes of users. 

Stuart Spore, Head of Cataloging and Automated 

Systems at the New York University School of Law, was tb- 
final speaker. He discussed local implementation issues 
the classification format, and the potential for reclassificatit.,, , 
of materials using the machine-readable records. Some 
other possibilities for local use of classification records 
include verification of call numbers and online shelflisting. 

"MARC Format lnte ration" 
Reporter/Coordinator %ni Cassidy 

Priscilla Caplan, Head of the Applications Development 
and Support Group of the Office for Information Systems in 
the Harvard University Library, presented the definition and 
overview of MARC format inte ration. Her perspect,ive is that 

of format integration began in 1981 and t e first LC impact 
statement was issued in 1983. In essence, it amounts to 
three guiding rinciples : [l] all data elements will be valid 
in all formats ! data elements will have the same meaning 
in all formats \3\ try to disrupt systems as little as possible. 

Fixed field changes will be : 111 addin 
control" element to identlfy archival or non-arc 
record type identifier 31 reconciling date ty e 

8 of a voting member of MARB P , one of on1 nine. Discussion 

in all formats 4J ad d in 006 as a new fieb 
subset of 008 \fixed fie18 elements) with rules for selecting 
the primary format and for additional characteristics of the 
primary item. 

Variable field chan es include : 1 extensions of valid 
fields to all formats ye 310, 3d11 [2] obsoletin of 
redundant fields (e.g. 318231 deletion of fields (e. . $30 
331) [4 redefinition of ce am fields e.g. -246 an61 740): 

R IS handled in the SERIALS format. There will still be seven 
bibliographic formats and records can have characteristics 
of multiple formats. Format integration will not affect 
holdings or authority record formats. 

Paulette Schneider, Assistant Librarian at Coudert 
Brothers, gave us the law cataloger's perspective of MARC 

Where t L ere ,was a conflict it was reso 1 ved in favor of how 

format integration. In a nutshell, it will not solve the 
cataloging problems enerated b supplementary materials 

services, etc. These materials, will still have to be catalo ed 
separately or accounted for in the holdings format, !he 
recommended the text, MARC for libra use, by Walt 
Crawford, 2nd ed. from G.K..Hall. Pa&te's handouts 
include an excellent description of each 008 and 006 
element presented in table format. 

such as pocket pa 4 s, newsle J er updates to looseleaf 

"Mod'lfying the Libra of Con ress for the Smaller Law Collection" 
Repo x er/Coor 3 inator Brian Striman 

Over 150 attended the ro ram "Mod ing the Libray 

held in Boston on Jul 14, 1993. The pro ram included 
three 20-minute presenktions by Joni Cassic!y,. Carol Dawe 
and Louise Hoagland. Judging from the evaluations,after the 
pro ram, this program was a com lete success, with many 

convention" and "t e program was right on target." The tape 

of this program is available for purchase from Mobiltape. 

The goal of the program was to share with law librarians 
the advantages of using the Library of Con ress 
Classification (LCC) and to tell the audience that L C is 
flexible and can be modified for local use and that the 
scheme is logical and shouldn't be seen as intimidating for 
use only in large academic collections. 

of Congress Classification Por We Smaller ?!a w Collection 

evauations P 
e 

I: 4 statin that this was ' he best program of the 
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TECHNICAL SERVICES LAW LIBRARIAN 
ito s e ort 1992-93 

tdPa;ricE I?. Denham 

Four issues of volume 18 of Technical Services Law 
Librarian were published in 1992-93. Volume 18 totaled 96 
-or an avera e of 24. pages per issue. The March 
issue contained the ?&page index for volume 17, compiled . -  
by Jean Pajerek. 

Suzanne Devlin and Mary Cha man began a joint two- 

writing in alternate issues. Brian Striman began a new 
column, Research and Publications. Diane Hillmann's 
reports on MARBl were moved to the Re resentative 
Re orts section of the newsletter and her MAf% Remarks 
cohnn was expanded to include other topics related to 
MARC issues. 

These contributin editors will continue their 
a pointments for 1993-lb5: Jean Eisenhauer, Ac uisitions; 

Services in Smaller Libraries. 

The TSLL Editorial Board met 21 Jul 1992, in San 

on the Editorial Board in 1992d3 were Curt Conklin an8 
Mary Gilli an, representing OBS-SIS and Patricia Callahan 
and Cyntaia May, representing TS-$IS. Curt Conklin and 
Patricia Callahan are completing the second year of their 
two- ear terms at the Annual Meetin . B.J. Segel and 
San&a Beehler, from OBS-SIS and TS-SYS, respectively, will 
'-egin two-year terms in Boston. 

The months in w h i c h m L  is distributed were changed 
from February, Ma , August, and November to March June, 

later deadline for the pre-convention issue. Also, the A M  
Representative reports .from the Midwinter meeting can 
appear two months earlier. 

The format of the issues was changed from 7" x 8 1 /2" 

year term as contributing editors o P the Automation column, 

Aka Stone, Sub'ect Headings; and Carol Dawe, 9. echnical 

Francisco-, will meet on 14 Jul , 1993, in h oston. Servin 

September, and d ecember with volume 18. This allows a 

to 8 1 /2" x 1 1 'I, with volume 18 #l. The change in size was 
directed by the Executive Board in order to standardize all 
SIS newsletters. Along with the increase in size, the Editorial 
Board decided to send the newsletter by bulk mail for one 
ear on a trial basis. The additional amount of ostage for 

?he, larger size would have been considerabk. The net 
savin s of using bulk mail instead of first rate postage was 
$984!or the year. Evelyn Gardner, the Business Mana er, 

usual number of claims or members saying the issue was 
extremely late. 

An additional benefit of using bulk rate is that the 
newsletter is not limited to a certain number of pages. With 
first class ostage, the issues could not be more than 36 
pages to ge sent with a 52 stamp. With this restriction 
eased, however, it was possible to add a new column and 
reports from several programs and workshops from San 
Francisco. 

The Editor requested that all copy be sent to her on 5 
1,/4" flo py,disks rather than by mail or fax in order to save 
time in !eying in the material. 

Volume 18 of TSLL was funded b subsidies in the 
amount of $ 1 , 2 5 0 . 0 ~ m  the Technicar Services SIS and 
from the Online Bibliographic Services SIS. There were also 
87 subscriptions from non-members. The total amount 
received from these subscriptions was $951 .OO. 

Although TSLL has been included on the newsletter 
subscription plansince Janua 1992, we have not et 
received any income from it. % have been told that &e 
income will be transferred to our account in September 
1993. Since the income from the plan will be approximately 
$1000, the amount re uired as subsidies from the two 

for volume 18. 

says in her report that she did not recewe a larger t R an 

sponsoring sections wil 4 be less for volume 19 than t was 

TECHNICAL SERVICES LAW LIBRARIAN 
Business Manager's Report 1992-93 

Evelyn Gardner 

1 

Headquarters, AALL Archives Donald Dunn, Wes 9 ern New 

TSLL be an the fiscal ear with 45 subscriptions. Durin 
the =we f a d  a gain Ot42 subscriptions, leaving a tota 
of 8y paid subscriptions as-of June 15, 1993. Twenty-five 
copies of each issue are distributed free of charge. One 
copy each are distributed to the followin : AALL 

England College School oi Law Library, Mark Estes, 
President/AALL, Ka Todd, Vice-President/President- 
Elect/AALL, Jud ieneson, Executive Director/AALL 
Constance M. MaLen,, SIS News Editor, AALL Newsletter: 
Richard Danner Law Librarv Journal Editor, ames u an, 
Chapter News h i tor ,  AALL N ewsletter, P i e r  Beg,  &L 
Newsletter Editor and the Chairs of each Special Interest 
S=sEGiprnLL. 

and bad news. The ood 

the necessity to have ,an 
may recelve 

memberships or the 
the AALL Package 

Plan. For the last issue of volume 18 there were 
approximately 91 5 newsletters mailed to TS/OSS SIS 
members free of charge (that is as a benefit of membership 
to TS or OBS SIS). 

To defray the cost of postage, the Editorial Board voted 
last year to try for one year mailing the newsletter using bulk 

inion, has been a 

news is I am no matter how smal, 9 to 

rate posta e. This experiment, in 

from the projected amount, 
success. $e not only saved 
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increase in claims or members calling saying they received 
their issues extremely late. 

Also to defra the total coq  of the producing T LL, !he 
Executive Boar& of Technical Services an&rihne 
Biblio ra hic Services Special Interest Sections gave ? 
total 09 $!i)500.00 as a subsidy. Their support is appreci, 

The projected rinting cost for next year (1993-94) wili 
be $2200.00 usin !4 pages per issue. In addition 
will be $952.00 8 $.198 per copy based on 100 copies 
mailed at bulk rate, Thus, he total cost for =L volume 19 
will be $3152.00. 

*Bostage 

The bad news is with only 87 paid subscriptions ?+ 
$10.00 domestic, $1 1 .OO foreign, we will stlll fall short 
financing TSLL from this source alone. The way tb 
overcome =continuing financial problem is to try and 
promote as many new subscriptions as we can by 
publishing inschapter newsletters and the AALL Newsletter 
as we have in the st, and we will need to continue to 
count on subsidies E m  TS-SIS and OBS-SIS, as we have 
also done in the past. 

Although we will still be in a financial crunch in the 
coming year, I feel we have made good progress in the past 
year. 

The cost breakdown of expenses and income for 1992/93 is as follows: 

TECHNICAL SERVICES LAW LIBRARIAN 
1992/93 BUDGET SUMMARY 

AS OF JUNE 15, 1993 

1992/93 INCOME 

92/93 Adjusted Balance carried forward 
Subscriptions v. 18 
Contributions from TS-SIS 
Contributions from OBS-SIS 
TOTAL INCOME 

1992/93 EXPENSES 

Printing 
Postage 
TOTAL EXPENSES 

BALANCE 

Respectfully submitted, 

$ 76.14 
$951 .OO 
$1 250.00 
$1250.00 

$3527.14 

$2388.00 
$896.29 

$3284.29 

$242.85 

Evelyn M. Gardner 
Business Manager 
Technical Services Law Librarian 
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TECHNICAL SERVICES LAW LIBRARIAN 

Minutes - July 14, 1993 
tt KING 

The =L Editorial Board met .on Wednesday, Jul 14 
at 7:OO a.m., with the Editor, Patricia Denha,m, presidling. 
Members resent were Eve1 n Gardner, Patricia Callahan, 

the foylowin Contributing Editors had accepted a two-year 
renewal 09 their appointments: Jean Eisenhauer 
Acquisitions; Alva Stone, Subject Headings- and Carol 
Dawe, Technical Services in Smaller Libraries. drian Striman 
notified the Board in May that he would not be able to 
continue his term as Contributing Editor for,the Research 
and Publications column. However, he did suggest a 
replacement: Ellen McGrath. Ellen had submitted her 
resume and writing sample and was approVedaby the Board 
to replace Brian. Her two-year term begins with the 
September issue. 

The 1992-93 Editor's Report and Business Managets 
Report were distributed to members. Evelyn Gardner stated 
we can have up to 1100 copies printed at the same cost by 
our resent printer. We presently print about 1000 copies of 

After a brief discussion, it was decided to continue 
sendin the ,newsletter by bulk rate., Issues were sent b 

now be used "permanently." Evelyn reported that using bulk 
rate sim lifies her job since she does not need to affix 

"?tamp" on the original before printing. 

The Editor stated that replacements for her p,osition and 
for the business manager would need to begin with the 
December 1993 issue. She and Evelyn will each have 

Curt Conkin, and C nthia d a Incoming Board member 
Sand Beehler was a Y so present The Editor announced that 

eac I! issue. 

Y bulk ra 9 e during the past year on a trial basis. Bulk rate wi I 

stamps P o each issue but can photocopy the bulk rate 

completed two two- ear terms by that time and will be 

the first notice in this December's issue for replacements. 

TS-SIS and OBS-SIS each subsidized TSLL in the 
amount of $1250.00 last ear. The number of subscriptions 

source. We have not et seen t e income from the 

The amounts ne edp ed as subsidies !om the two sections will 
therefore be substantially less for the coming year. 

The next order of business was ex nding coverage via 
new columns. The Editor had polled k r d  members prior 
to the Annual Meeting about a co!umn on serials issues. All 
a reed it would be a good addition to the newsletter. The 
Cfair of the TS Serials Committee, Mary Burgos, was 
contacted so that the committee could discuss the column 
at their meeting. The Editor reported that the Serials 
Committee was interested in such a column but details 
about who would write it had to be worked out. There were 
several comments a b o u t m L  in the OBS spring survey. 
Since man of the members said they would like to see 
more abou! the Internet, the Board decided to ask Sean 
LaRogue-Doherty about writing a column on the Internet. He 
had indicated an interest in doing so on the survey. 

The Editor said she would include a survey of other 
readers of TSLL in the September issue in order that 
everyone wouldave a change to comment. She will also 
soliclt one-time articles again (the first time, Sept. 1992, 

roduced no results). It seems that many people have ideas 
k r  topics but they don't volunteer to write about them 
themselves. 

ready to let others ta I e over the re!ns. The Editor will place 

increased from 45 to 87, t K us doublin our income from that 

newsletter subscri tion pan. Y a 
It is rojected at over $1000. 

Announcement of Winter Institute 

The 1994 AALL Winter Institute will address issues 
relating to the preservation of library materials. It will be held 
January 18-22 at the University of Texas Tariton Law Library. 
The goal of this Institute is to enable decision-makers in all 
types of law libraries to: 

The Institute will both facilitiate, and benefit from, the 

Faculty will include recognized experts Sally Buchanan, 

work of AALCs Standing Commtttee on Preservation. 

Carolyn Harris, and Paul Banks. 

1 Identify preservation issues within their own libraries 
21 Be aware of broader preservation issues. and 

strategies which may affect planning for an individual 
library 

3 Develop a draft preservation policy for their library 
41 Develop a draft plan to implement the policy 

Participants will receive more than 20 hours of 
instruction and group discussion, as well as tours of facilities 
which do preservation work.. Austin . is now a ma or 

resence of the preservagn pro ram at the Unrverslty's 

Center and BookLa!. 

preservation center, and rticipants will benefit fromat h e 

eibrary School, the eneral library, w e Humanities Research 

appear in the AALL Newsletter. For imm e! iate information, 

or Martha Brown at p[;I LL Headquarters. 

More information will be mailed durin the Fall and will 

contact Co-Directors e ina mith, Jenkins Memorial Law 
Library; Margaret Lea ', 8niveSsity of Michigan Law Library, 
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NEW TITLES FROM THE AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 

Buckland, Michael. Redesianina Libraw Services: A Manifesto. $20.00 pbk. ISBN 0-8389-0590-0 82p. 
ALA Order Code 0590-0-0050 

Coyle, Karen, ed. Format lntearation and Its Effect on Cataloaina. Trainina and Svstems. ALCTS Papers on Library Technical 
Services and Collections #4. $20.00 pbk. 1OOp. ISBN 0-8389-3432-3 ALA Order Code 3432-3-0050 

Crispen, Joanne, ed. d s .  $28.00 pbk. 163p. 
ISBN 0-8389-7636-0 ALA Order Code 7636-0-0050 

Dewey, Barbara 1. and Sheila D. Creth. Team Power: Makina Libraw Meetinas Work. $20.00 pbk. 130p. ISBN 0-8389-0616-8 
ALA Order Code 0616-8-0050 

Dewey, Patrick R. 101 DesMoD Publishina and GraDhics Proarams. 101 Micro Series. $27.50 pbk. 225p. ISBN 0-8389-0606-0 
ALA Order Code 0606-0-0050 

Fox, Lisa, ed. A Core Collection in Preservation. $5.00 pbk. 42p. ISBN 0-8389-7633-6 ALA Order Code 76338-0050 

Guidelines for Handlina Libraw Orders for Serials and Periodicals, Rev. Ed.. Acquisition Guidelines #7. $8.00 pbk. 19p. 
ISBN 0-8389-3416-1 ALA Order Code 3416-1-0050 

Hamilton, Marsha J. 5 g .  Acquisition Guidelines #3. $8.00 20p. ISBN 0-8389-061 1-7 
ALA Order Code 061 1-7-0050 

Johnson, Peggy, ed. Guide to Technical Services Resources. $60.00 cl. 400p. Winter 1994. ISBN 0-8389-0624-9 
ALA Order Code 0624-9-0050 

Lynch, Mary Jo, Margaret Myers, Jehiese Guy. ALA Survev of Librarian Salaries 1993. $44 >SN 0-8389-7685-9 55p. 
A M  Order Code 7585-9-0050 

Platz, Valerie Anna and Charles E. Kratz, eds. The Personel Manual: An Outline for Libraries, Rev. Ed.. $14.00 pbk. 96p. 
ISBN 0-8389-3418-8 ALA Order Code 3418-8-0050 

Sacks, Patricia Ann and Sar Lou Whildin. PreDarina for Accreditation: A Handbook for Academic Librarians. $18.00 pbk. 8Op. 
ISBN 0-8389-0621 -4 A I A  Order Code 0621 -4-0050 

Wilkas, Lenore Rae. International Subscription Aaents. $55.00 pbk. 400p. ISBN 0-8389-0622-2 A M  Order Code 0622-2-0050 

Titles may be ordered toll-free 1-800-545-2433 or faxed to 31 2-944-2641 
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Continuina Education Calendar 

September 25- Banned Books Week 
October 2 

October 4-6 "Analytical Tools," Toronto, ON, sponsored by the Special Libraries Association. Topics include: 
The Budgeting Process: Understanding Financial Documents; Using Statistics Effectively: 
Performance Analysis & Reporting; The Value & Cost of Information. Contact: Professional Development Section, 
Special Libraries Association at 202/234-4700. 

October 12-1 5 "Library Management Skills institute 1 : The Manager," sponsored by the Association of Research Libraries/Office 
of Management Services. Contact: ARL/OMS, Euram Building, 21 DuPont Circle, NW, Suite 800, Washington, 
D.C. 20036. Telephone: 202/296-8656; Fax: 202/872-0884. 

October 24-28 "Integrating Technologies/Converging Professions," ASIS Annual Meeting, Columbus, Ohio. For more information 
contact ASIS Conference Registrar, P.O. Box 554, Washington, D.C. 20044 

November 4-6 Issues in Book and Serial Acquisition Conference, Charleston, South Carolina. 

January 18-23 "Preservation Planning," 1994 AALL Winter Institute, Austin, TX. Brochures will be mailed to MU members in 
late September. For information contact Martha Brown at 31 2/939-4764; email LAWMSB@Orion.Depaul.edu. 

January 23-25 "InfoTech '94," INFOMART, Dallas, Texas. Sponsored by SLA in cooperation with AALL, ASIS, and SLA's Texas 
Chapter and Information Technology Division. Topics include: Managing Technological Change, Multi-Media 
Digital Imaging, Internet, Hypermedia, Expert Systems, LAN Management, and many others. For detailed 
information, contact Joy Lerner at SLA, 202/234-4700. 

January 26-28 Special Libraries Association Winter Meeting, Dallas, Texas. 

February 4-1 0 American Library Association Midwinter Meeting, Los Angeles, California. 

April 17-23 National Library Week, Theme, "Libraries Change Lives." 

June 2-5 North American Serials Interest Group Annual Meeting, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, British 
Columbia. 

June 1 1-1 6 Special Libraries Association Annual Conference, Atlanta, Georgia. 

June 21 -30 American Library Association Annual Conference, Miami, Florida. 

July 9-14 American Association of Law Libraries Annual Meeting, Seattle, Washington. 

September 
9-1 1 

Society of American Archivists Annual Meeting, Indianapolis, Indiana. 
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EDITOR: Patricia K. Denham 
-l3iGZrsitv of Cincinnati 

Mail Lochion 142 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45221 -01 42 
51 3-556-01 57 Telefax: 51 3-556-6265 

TECHNICAL SERVICES LAW LIBRARIAN STAFF 

BUSINESS MANAGER: Evelyn Gardner 
Creighton University 
24th & California Streets 
Omaha. Nebraska 681 78 
402-280-5543 

CONTRIBUTING EDITORS: 

AC UlSlTlONS 
h e r  
Washington & Lee University Law Library 

AUTOMATION 
Suzanne Devlin 
Dechert Price & Rhoads: 
Mary Chapman 
New York University Law Library 

CLASSIFICATION 
Cecilia Kwan 
University of California, Davis Law Library 

DESCRIPTION AND ENTRY 
Rhonda K. Lawrence 
Universtty of California, Los Angeles Law Library; 
Melodv Lembke 
Los Aigeles County Law Library 

MARC REMARK 

Cornell University Law Library 
& 
PRESERVATION 
Patricia Denham 
University of Cincinnati Law Library 

RESEARCH AND PUBLICATIONS 
Ellen McGrath 
University of Buffalo Law Library 

SERIALS 
m e r e k  
Cornell bniversity Law Library 

SERIALS ISSUES 
'Mary Burgos 
New York University Law Library 

SUBJECT HEADINGS 
AlvaT. Stone 
Florida State University Law Library 

TECHNICAL SERVICES IN SMALLER LIBRARIES 
taro1 Dawe 
Katten Muchin & Zavis 

Questions or comments should be addressed to the Editor 
or appropriate contributing editor. 

TECHNICAL SERVICES LAW L I B R A R I A N  
c / o  Evelyn M .  Gardner 
Technica l  S e r v i c e s  L i b r a r i a n  
Cre ighton  U n i v e r s i t y  
Law L i b r a r y  
2500 C a l i f o r n i a  P l a z a  
Omaha, NE 68178-0340 

Rr. C u r t  E .  C o n k l i n  
B r i g h a m  Y o u n g  U n i v e r s i t y  t a w  l i b r a r y  
Provo, UT 84602 


	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

